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Llano, seventy miles south of Nogales
on the Sierra railroad.
Ihe north
bound international train was derailed
by a washout, and the engine, baggage
car, two passenger coaches and a Pullman sleeper were toppled over the emr.ankment.
The -- killed and seriously
injured were all In the second clasa
coach.

WR ECKED

MHILLEO

'President of Venezuela at

".'.

NO TRACE FOUND.

Two Girls of Cnicago are Visaing in
Colorado.
Santa
Colorado Springs. Cold.. July 25.
No trace of Edith or Florence Lewis.
of vuicago, missing since tne ...... as
been obtained by the police up to noon
today. Chief of Police King received
a telegram from Chief O'Neill, of Chi Entire
cago, requesting every effort be made

La

Guayra.
Charges Against Miners of Vio'ating
Irjunctions Are Dropped.
TRACY

i

IS LOST.

Xenla, Ohio, July 25. A wreck occurred at 10:30 last night at Trebin
station, when the Pennsylvania limited
from St. Louis to New York was met
by a wild coal car at the foot of a
heavy' grade. The train was running
at seventy miles an hour to make up
lost time. The postal and express cars
were piled on the engine in a promiscuous heap. The gas tanks under the
cars exploded. All but two Pullman
cars were burned. Engineer William
Clark was buried beneath the engine,
and the body burned to ashes. Fireman William Dwyer was horribly mangled, but was thrown clear from the
engine. Of the four postal clerks M.
L. Peters, of Columbus, and Charles
McGowan, of Greenfield, Ind.. were
killed. Those passengers who extri
cated themselves from their perilous
positions rendered all possible assist-- ;
ance.
The injured are: Joseph Converse,
Eamira, N. Y., scalp wound; Bessie
Donovan, Irwin, Pa., cut about head;
William O. Forsythe, Indianapolis,
mall clerk, dangerous; W. A. Gilford,
Woodstock, mall clerk, injured about
head and arms, dangerous; James Mc
Fadden, Indianapolis, nose fractured;
Mollie Collins, Louisville, head cut,
not serious.
The story of a woman and child
having been burned to death Is dla
credited. Ten or twelve people not ineluded in above list were injured, but
none seriously. Conductor Hughes re
ported there were at least three or
four passengers whose bodies are still
in the ruins.
-
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FEW TROOPS LEFT.
President of Venezuela Hat Embarked
for La Guayra.
Washington, July 25. The following
cablegram was received at the navy
department from Commander McLean,
of the Cincinnati, dated at La Guayra
today:
"The president of Venezuela, with
troops, embarked for La Guayra at 2
p. m. today.
They leave only S00 sol
diers in Barcelona. It Is rumored
Valencia has been taken."
WILL DROP THEM.

j

Violators of the Injunction will Not Be
Punished.
Parkersburg, W. Va., July 25. Dis
trict Attorney Blizard, In the United
States court, today stated there were
eleven cases pending of alleged violators of the court's injunction, but if
they would agree to refrain from
further violations he would consent to
their release on their own recognizance. The court agreed to this. John
P. Gehr, charged with making a vic
ious verbal attack on Judge Jackson,
is now on trial. "Mother" Jones says
he will not stop her work among the
West Virginia miners, but will try to
ooserve the law.
Charge Abandoned.
Indianapolis, Ind.. July f5. The
charge of violating the West Virginia
injunction made against Secretary
Wilson of the United Mine Workers
has been dropped.
Tracy Is Lost
Seattle, Wash.. July 25. Nothing
has leen heard from Tracy. Sheriff
Cudihee is in town and the pursuit ot
the outlaw has apparently been aban
doned for the present.
CORDIALLY GREETED.

Many Persons Caught
by a Wall.

to locate the missing girls. The young
women left the city the 22d over the
Colorado SpringB & Cripple Creek dis
trict railway bound for Cripple CreeK,
and have not been seen since; The
police departments of Cripple Creek
and all mountain towns were notified.
A

NEW PLAN.

Jumped Into the Funnel of a Lo
comotive.
Joplin, Mo., July 25. Owen Green- Msh. aged 33. of Leavenworth, Kan.,
committed suicide by leaping into the
funnel of a locomotive drawing the
west bound 'Frisco passenger train, ac
cording to passengers who arived here
today. He was pulled out with diffi
culty, terribly burned and dead.
Man

RAILROAD

OFFICIALS.

Messrs. Andrews and Hopewell St
Over In

Et

Paso.

WHAT HOPEWELL

Carmens'
Agreement.

State cf Texas Has a Seven
Day's Rain,
MANY BALLOTS

Albany, N. T.i July 25. One fireman
dead, one dying and a number serious
ly injured In addition to the monetary
loss variously estimated at from $500.- 000 to $750,000, Is the result of a fire
In the business district this morning.
The dead fireman Is D. K. Bishop, aux
iliary member of the insurance patrol.
and prominent in financial circles.
injured Is James J. Shelly.
Frank H. Wetherwax, superintendent
of the insurance patrol, is suffering
from internal Injuries. The fire started
tn the public market building on
The-fatall-

Beaver street and spread to the

y

Co-

lumbia hctel and the Elks club house.
The front wall of the market building
fell, carrying with It the upper story
p of the Columbia hotel. The firemen
spreading tarpaulins in the hotel were
caught under the mass of wreckage.

The insurance adjusters
total loss Is 250,000.

state the

20i

Those at Pittsburg and St.

Louis are larger than the one which
will be put up at Topeka.
GAME

TOMORROW.

Champion Soldier Ttm Against the
Albuquerque Brown.
On board this evening's train from
the west, which' arrives In this city at
6:45, will be the Fort Wlngate base
ball team, which is considered the best
In the United States army. They will

along with them several other
Corean Independence Will be bring
members of the same regiment. The
game tomorrow afternoon will be called at 2:30 sharp by Umpire Mason,
and the teams will line up as follows:
Browns
Fort Wlngate

Preserved.

to take place before the National
Sporting club of London tonight, is
awaited with considerable interest by
sporting men of Chicago, where loth
fighters are well known. The fight Is
a fifteen-rounto
affair and Is to
settle the colored heavyweight cham
pionship. Martin, by his defeat of
Ferguson, Is now the English champion heavyweight, and in the opinion
of those Itest qualified to judge he will
in all likelihood retain this title and
win the colored championship, too, as
he Is considered a far more clever
fighter than Armstrong, whose long
suit la his hard hitting powers.

Messenger Boys in Chicaeo Went on Patton
Smith
Long
Strike Today.

d

TAKEN.

000 each.

Imposing Services at
Santa Fe.

Colored Heavyweight.
Chicago, 111., .July 25. The result of
the fight between Bob Armstrong and
"Denver Ed" Martin, which Is slated

Wage

Fe

NUMBER

25, 1902

ra

absurdly small, considered as the soie
support of a man who works as hard as
a sleeping car porter does. Those who
have studied the genus porter, however, think that it would make very 'little difference, so far as the public is
concerned, If the wages were doubled,
or even trebled. No matter how much
money he got his palm would always
Itch, and the patron who was most liberal with his tips would get the best
service.

-

Pennsylvania System
Suffers This Time.

U LY

STORM

AT

.Catcher
.Rambs
Brown
Pitcher
Pitcher
Patterson
McCune
First base . ...Cosgrove
Dunn
Second base ....Barrett
Risey
Third base
Ortiz
Wlldey
Shortstop
Vorhes
Hill
Quier
.Left Field
Oymant ....Center Field
Taylor
Right Field
Stench
Smith
Hugh Wilson and Lampmann will
act as substitutes in tomorrow's game,
but will play on Sunday afternoon,
hen Sonler will pitch for the Browns.
The manager of the Fort Wlngate
team Is Sergt. Frank D. Long anJ the
captain Is Captain C. C. Smith.
The admission has been placed at
35 cents, including grand stand. Sunday's game will be called at 3 o'clock.

PHILADELPHIA.

SpeciaLto The Citizen.
Santa Fe, N. M., July 25. A large
number of visitors participated in the
consecration of Rev. J. B. Pitaval to be
auxiliary bishop of Archbishop Peter
Bourgade.
The procession from the
Egan Won.
archepiscopal residence to the catheChicago.' 111., July 25. H. Chandler dral, led by the
regimental band, folEgan won the Ravlnoaks cup in the lowed by dignitaries of the church, engolf tournament by two up.
tered the cathedral to the music of the
grand pipe organ played by Father
President la Home.
of Las Vegas. The brief from
Oyster Bay. N. Y., July 25. Presi- Pouget,
read appointing J. B.
dent Roosevelt and party arrived this Pope Leo wasepiscopacy
OFFICIAL MATTERS. .
Pitaval to the
and authorizmorning.
ing his consecration.
Archbishop Peter Bourgade was
FINE COLLECTION.
assisted by Bishops N. Matz Will Appoint Delegates to Congress
and H. Granjon. Bishop Matz preached the sermon in English, followed by
Land Office Business.
Alvarado Museum Will be Catalogued Very Rev. C. Pinto In Spanish. After
the consecration the church dignitaries and priests were given a banby Prof. Dorsey.
NEW INCORPORATIONS.
quet at the sanitarium by the Sisters
of Charity.
WILL OPEN IN A MONTH.
Governor Otero received the official
STRONG COMBINATION.
call to the meeting ot the
congress at St. Paul on August
Pro."e8sor Dorsey, of the Field Co- Great Britain and Japan Agree to Help 19 to 22. He will appoint ten delegates
Cores.
to this important congress and desires
lumbian Museum, arrived here yesterto hear from those who are willing to
special
A
25.
Petersburg,
July
St.
day to catalogue tne new museum of
from Seoul, Corea, announces the con- represent New Mexico at the congress.
the Harvey system at the Alvarado. clusion
important agreement be- The delegates must be appointed
Although there are, now six at work tween of aa
British
and Japanese min- shortly and there should bo no delay
the
on ft;.i3.lnK the goods. and four more
on cue hand .nd the in eluding suggestions or names to
Corea
to
isters
are expected soon it will be a month Japanese counclller, Kato, special ad- Governor Otero.
before the- museum will be opened. viser of the Corean emperor, on the
Lartd Office Business.
The collection includes curios from all other,
by which Great Britain and
parts of the woi'id and is a truly rare Japan mutually
Homestead Entries Aslclo Marti-- "
inguarantee
Corea's
one. One room will be- devoted to dependence and pledge her their sup- nez,. Cuba, 158.50 acres, Rio Arriba
curios from the South Soa Islands, in- port and assistance
in all Important county; Diego Serna, Manzano, 160
cluding, skulls and idola so arranged questions affecting her
Valencia county; Pedro Lucero
International acres,
y Torres, Plnos Wells, 160 acres, Valas to bring out all the hideous effects and foreign policy.
by means of electric lights within
encia county; Facundo C. de Baca,
Cuba, 160 acres, Bernalillo county;
them. The main room will be given
ON
STRIKE.
BOYS
over to Indian curios and blankets. AnRomaldo Vigil, Cuba, 160 acres, Bernalillo county.
other room will be given over to SpanIn
Boys
Telegraph
ish curios and other rooms to other Illinois District
Final Homestead Entries William
Chicago Quit Work.
G. A. Wright. Wagon
Mound, 160
countries. The collection is one of the
Chicago, 111., July 25. The messen- acres, Mora county.
finest In existence and particularly In
regard to the carved Ivory work by ger boys of the Illinois District TeleCoal Declaratory Statements W. E.
natives of Alaska. It will take at least graph company, which delivers under Martin, Emma Bandelier, Thomas P.
a mouth to arrange and catalogue the contract the business of the Western Gable, Santa Fe, each 160 acres, Santa
Union, struck today. According to the Fe county; Luis Barragio, Domenlco
collection.
officials the boys made no demand and Balla, Michelle Varello and John
Gallup, each 80 acres, McKinley
their grievance is unknown. The same
ELKS TO HAVE GREAT TIME.
company also looks after the local de- county.
Arrangements Being Made for Big Re- livery service of the Postal Telegraph
Incorporation.
company, and the boys at the latter's
ceptions All Along the Route.
Old Hickory Mining company was
office struck out of sympathy. The
It look 8 as If the El Paso Elks who greatest Inconventence occasioned by Incorporated by
Jones Taliafero,
go to Salt Lake convention as the the strike was on tne floor oi the board Charles Spence, Thomas H. Walsh,
"Qulen Sabe" club will not only have of trade. The striking boys met and John A. Brown and Eugene L. Stewart
great times In the city of the Mormona formed the Chicago Messenger Boys' of White Oaks; and Henry C.
by reason of 'their unique costumes union with a memltershlp of 150 and
of Kansas City. The capital
and the peculiar arrangements they at once called a strike of its members. is $1,000,000, divided into 1.000.000
have made for enjoying themselves
shares. The headquarters of the comthere but that they will have a warm
Storm at Philadelphia.
pany are at White Oaks, Lincoln counand happy time while leaving El Paso
Philadelphia. Pa.. July 25. A vio- ty. The directors are Jones Taliafero,
and on the way as well.
lent electrical storm broke over this Charles Spence, Thomas H. Walsh,
At the meeting of the local lodge city and surrounding country today, John A. Brown and Henry C.
last evening it was unanimously de- causing a heavy damage to property
cided that the El Paso Elks who and vegetation. The flint glass works
B. P. Waggener, W. P. Waggener, of
stay at home should turn out in a of James J. Murray & Co. was struck Atchison.
Kan.; J. E. Andrews, C. W.
body with a brass band and accom- by lightning and partially destroyed at Kyle, of La Crosse. Wis.; S. W. Keene,
pany the Quien Sabe club to the San- a loss of $50,000.
of El Paso, and W. W. Coxe and John
ta Fe train on the night of August
Hegan, of Organ, Dona Ana county, in7. when it leaves for Salt Lake City.
RELATIVES
FOUND.
corporated the Gold Camp Mining comwill
El
The
Paso end of the club
pany.
capital Is $5,000,000, dividconsist of probably thirty people. Little Gertrude Brown Is Now with ed into The
5.000,000 share. The company
Twenty-fou- r
fine suits have already
will maintain offices at El Paso. Texas,
Her Grandmother.
been taken and a number of others
notice in yesterday's Citizen, un- Atchison. Kan., and Organ, Dona Ana
are on hand. for those who may yet derA the
head of Sam Brown' wanted, county. The directors are B. P. Wagmake up their minds to go.
means of locating little Ger- gener, J. E. Andrews, C. W. Kyle, L.
The Elks will travel tn a special was the
Brown's friends. Mrs. Brown, W. Keene. John Hegan, W. W. Coxe
Pullman car out of El Paso and will trude
have, besides a special baggage car, who is employed as nurse in Governor and W. P. Waggener.
filled with alfalfa with which to feed E. S. Stover's home In this city, read
Welcomed Home.
the herd while en route. Six cases the Sam Brown wanted article, and for
Misses Bessie Menaul. Ethel Hay-de-n
of Mexican Elks' milk and eight tue first time learned that her little
and Ellen McClure returned last
daughter, Gertrude, had not
rases of Elks' tea have also been donight from El Paso. They were met
Alamo-gordgrandmother
at
reached
her
nated.
She Immediately telegraphed at the depot by a party of friends and
The club has purchased a largB
to
at El Paso the little girl's all adjourned to Miss McClure'a home
relatives
consuela bowl and several dozen fine
In the party
whereabouts
and by this time she Is In on New York avenue.
pottery cups for the punch which
were Misses Caroline and Ollie Flemway
on
of
to
or
the
hands
friends
her
will be served to frieuds en route and
ing, Inez and Mabel Bliss. Ellen Sala-zaAlamogordo.
at Salt Lake.
Winnie and Laura Hayden. Katie
Monday
evening
Mrs.
the
Last
Albuquerque
Elks have signified
Brown, who was deserted by her hus- and Adah Vaughn, Nellie Brewer, Sartheir Intention cf meeting the El
Crocker, Minnie Porah Ross,
wfth a brass band on .their ar- band a few months ago, and has three ter, Cecil Bertha
Mount, and Messrs. Charles
rival on the morning of August 8, small children to suppoit, took Ger- Nicholson, F. A. Pimpell. J. K. Poyas.
anM giving them a fine breakfast at the trude, the second fu..., to the depot
to send her to her grandmother to live. Newton and Barton Cozine, James
Alvarado.
McClure, Then. Anderson.
Six hours will be spent in Colorado Mar. George Weigle, of El Paso, who
had
been
visiting
Colorado,
was
in
Springs as guests of the Elks of that
Lawn Party,
place, twelve hours will be spent with passing through the city going to her
The lawn party given by tha WomEl
home
lu
Paso and volunteered to an's Home Mission society of the
the Denver Elks and four hours at
see the little girl safely through. A Highland Methodist Episcopal church
'li yenne.
The trip promises to be a delightful cousin of the little girl was to meet at the home of N. M. Rice last night
her at El Paso and help her make the was a delightful affair. Ices and reone throughout.
Keldman. the club photographer, change from one depot to the other. freshments were served and a charmtook pictures of the Quien Sabes yes-t- t The'cousln failed to appear and Mrs. ing musical program was given.
rday singly and in groups. El Paso Weigle took little Gertrude home with
.

m

m

SAYS.

WAGE AGREEMENT.

Senator W. H. Andrews, of Pitts
burg. Pa., president of the Santa Fe
Central & Albuquerque Eastern rail
road companies, ana Hon. W. S. Hope
well, of Hillsboro, N. M., vice presl
dent and general manager of the same,
arrived this morning from Santa Fw,
N. M., on their way to Roswell, where
they will confer with the citizens on
the matter of extending the Santa Fe
Central fi'om Torrance on the El
Island to Roswell, says the El
They are accompanied
Paso News.
by Major W. H. H. Llewellyn, who has
been given a special invitation by the
citizens of Roswell to attend the con
ference above mentioned.
Messrs. Andrews and Hopewell are
nopeful of making a satisfactory ar
rangement whereby the road will be
extended to Roswell, but would not
say tor sure that it will be built. They
realize, they say, that such a line
would be an important one for Roswell
and other New Mexico points and they
believe that Roswell will be ready to
do her part, but thero are more things
tnan these necessary for the construe
tlon of a railroad. One thing is cer
tain, the Santa Fe Central will be built
from Santa Fe to iorrance and con
structlon work on it is now under good

Paso-Roc- k

headway.

The builders expect to have it com
plete and trains running by the first
day of January, 1903, and to have the
Albuquerque Eastern in the same con
ditlon by July 1, 1903. Mr. Hopewell
in talking about the roads to a News
man said:
"We commenced the construction
of the Santa Fe Central at the Galis- teo river and are building each way
from there. The bridge across the
Galisteo is completed and about 25
miles of the grading is done, some on
eacn side of the stream. We com
menced there because, there Is where
the heaviest work is to be done. There
in about forty miles of heavy work
in that section. When that is done we
will have easy sailing. The grade will
be done from the river to Santa Fe by
aepiemuer l.
"We will not wait until the Santa
Fe Central is built to commence the
Albuquerque Eastern. We will com
mence that road as soon as all details are completed. Construction
material for it is already arriving.
There are wme matters at Albu
querque yet to be settled before we
commence the bianch to that city.
"We expect to complete the entire
grade of the Santa Fe Central before
laying any rails.
The track laying
will probably be commenced about tne
first of October, as we expect to have
the grading work all done bv that
date.
"We, of course, anticipate a hearty
response from the citizens of Roswell,
as the extension from Torrance to
that city would mean probably more
to it than any other one point, but enthusiasm and bonuses will not build a
railroad, so I am unable to ttate with
any certainty whether or not that
part of the road will be built. We hope
to be able to build it and that is all
we t an say."
-

William J. Bryan was Welcomed ail
Through Maine.
Rockland. Me.. July 23 A night in
the railway train, breakfast at a hotel
greetings by representative democrats
of this city and an open air speech de
livered to 5,oiio people comprised the
program of W. J. ltryan from tne time
of leaving Boston yesterday to the
hour of his departure from this city lie
fore noon today. With Mr. Br an was
Senator Carniack, of Tennessee, and
Charles S. Hamlin, of Massachusetts.
Platform at Bath.
Bath, Me.. July 25. William J. Bryan
Delegate Rodey's Arrival.
and party reached here at noon. No
It is not known today when Delegate
arrangements had leen made for a
here, but a crowd assembled at Rodey will arrive, but he will notify
Mr. Bryan
addressed Hon. F. A. Hubbell, chairman of the
the station.
republican central committee, when
them from the car platform.
he can be expected. Arrangements are
now being made to tender the dele
ARIZONA WRECK
gate a reception on his arrival.
Five Persons Were Killed and Many
The Santa Fe track in Mora canyon
Were Injured.
is being relald with
steel rail.
Tucson, Ariz., July 25. Five per- Wednesday morning the work of 'laysons were killed and a number injured ing a double track on the Raton mounin a disastrous wreck yesterday near tains began.

It will

Trans-Mississip-

Go Into Effect Beginning

gust

Au-

1.

Aopeka, Kan., July 25. Beginning
August 1, the new agreement concern-

ing wages between the Santa Fe railway and Brotherhood of Railway Car111 go into effect.
men
The change
will be gradual and will not 16 extend
ed over the entire system until about
January. 1. The increase will affect
7,000 men and amounts to an average
per cent. Agreement also
of 10 to 12
r
provides for a
day.
ten-hou-

DRENCHING RAIN.
i

Entire State of Texas Enjoys a Big
Storm.
Dallas. Texas, July 25. There has
been an almost continuous fall of rain
covering practically the entire, state
since last Sunday, the downpour being
particularly heavy in western Texas.
In Scurry county rain has fallen seven
days and nights and streams are out
of their banks. Snyder has had no mail
for three days and is cut off from all
communication except by telephone.
Big Springs is under water three to
ten feet and there is much, damage to
surrounding farming country. At Pecos
the Pecos river is two miles' wide,
flooding alfalfa and corn farms. Railways have declined to receive freight
or express for shipment. There are
many washouts along the lino of the
Texas & Pacific west of Abilene and
general traffic perhaps will be inter
rupted for several days.. At Waco, the
Brazos rose fifteen to eighteen feet
yesterday, but is reported falling this
morning. In and around Dallas a driving rain began falling at 6 o'clock last
night and still continues. The drench
ing will materially help cotton.
Long Drawn Convention.
Dublin, Texas, juiy 25. The democratic congressional convention of the

Twelfth district has taken 5.500 ballots
without a choice. The balloting pro
ceeds with good humor on all sides
but there is an absolute deadlock be
tween three candidates.
RAISE CONDUCTORS' PAY.
Pullman Company Grants Increases in
Response to Petition.
The pay of the Pullman car conduetois has been Increased. In some instances the monthly Increase is $15; In
otners jt is $10. It all depends on the
length or the service.
The crnduttois iu the employ of the

-

Chlr-ket-

company all Joined. some months, since,
in a mammoib petition asking for a
raise in salary, which was sent to the
president. The petition was carefully
worded and voiced the request of the
conductors in a manly way. There was
no threat Implied in case the request
as turned down no hint of a strike
or any thing of ihe kind.
For some time the men heard noth
Ing from taeir petition, and they kept
on working as If it had never been sent
in. As a matter of fact, many of the
conductors thought the whole matter
had been pigeonholed.
Whtn the pay envelopes for June
were sent out. however, and the men
opened them it was found that the petition had been granted and that the increased pay hail been forthcoming Herald.
without notification of any kind.
There has been no change In the stiHere to Meet Commissioner Jones.
pend paid the porters by the Pullman
company. The sable autocrats of the
James A. Carroll and wife, of the
sleeper still continue to draw the bet- Mmcalero Indian agency, came in from
ter part of their money from the pock- the south this morning, and are here
ets of the patrons of the cars, just as today. Mr. Carroll is the superintendthey have always done in the past.
ent of the above agency, and came on
Every now and then there is a howl to this city to meet United States Inraised about the wages of the porters. dian Commissioner Jones, who is
It U perfectly true that the wages are
to arrive from the east tonight.

o,

r.

3

d

Big Mill Burned.

her.

Seattle, Wash., July 25. The mill of
On the cover page of the Santa Fe," the Bryant Lumber company at
the organ of the railroad V. M. C. A..
one of the suburbs of Seattle,
which appeared on Tuesday, Is an ex- burned today. It Is one of the largest
cellent cut of the railroad V. M. C. A. mills on the sound.
buildiug at Springfield, Mo., erected at
a cost of $30,000. The same sum is to
Officers
be expended on the Topeka association
Toronto, Out., July 25. The Interhome. There is alto a list of the Y. M. national Iron Molders today
C. A. buildings for 1902, thirty-fouin all their okl officers. Philadelphia was
all, ranging in cost from $6,000 to $75,- selected as the next meeting place.
'

Fre-mou-

r

-

t,

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN, FRIDAY, JULY 25, 1902
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
MINING ENGINEER.

ALVARADO PHARMACY

V. V. CLARK,

Mining-- and metallurgical engineer, lot
Gold avenue,
juquerque, N. M.
Wst
Speclaltlea ReportB, surveys and maps;
plana and reduction works; mines and
mining Investments; second hand mlnlns

THE PEOPLE'S DRUG STORE
WE GURANTEE SATISFACTION.

B. H. BR1GGS

Dr. Conner.
Port
of Dr. A. T. Still's Schoolor osteopathy. Klrkvuie, Ma
Office. Whltine bulldtns. rooms 21 and
B; Automatic telephone, 164.

Cor. Gold Avenue and First Street.

lmi-

DENTIST3
City upon the mission and by hard
J)aUj
work accomplished the object of their
Edmund J. Aider, O. D. S.
trip. To Mr. Hul.bell especially is due
306 West Gold avenue. Office hours,
or
success
much
of
of
the
the credit
KcCREIGHT, Publishers
a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to
BTJGHE8
the mission. He enlisted the services 8:30
p. m. Telephone 462. Appoint
6:00
power
a
Honj
of
Felix Martinez, who is
ments
made by mall.
Editor
Hughe
In El Paso, and Mr. Martinez
and
Tht.
F.
Magoffin
Garrett
and
Pat
W.
James
Ed.
City
Mgr.
McCrelght,
LAWYERS
T.
ud
W.

(Jifijerf

.

Dally and Wsskly.

Publish

Associated Press afternoon dispatches
Largest City and County Circulation
The Largest New Mexico Circulation
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation
Copies of this paper may be found
on tie at Vasnlngton In the office of
our apeclal correspondent, E. O.
1 F street, N. W., Washington

& c.

Iron the

1U,
Daily,

demands Statehood
Congress.

Mexico
Fifty-Sevent-

h

Terms of Subscription:

09
by mall, one yea
I 00
by mall, alx month
W
1
.......
by
mall, three monina.
Daily,
W
Dally, uy mall, one month
75
Dally, by carrier, one month
1 00
Weekly, by mall, per year
THE DAILY CITIZEN will be delivered
In the c.y at the low rate of 20 centa per
week, or ror ib cents per monin, wnra
Mid monthly. Tl ae rates are leas than
Lboae of any other daily paper In the

territory.

Active work will begin next week on

the Albuquerque Eastern railroad.

The executive committee of the ter
ritorial republican committee will
meet in this city tomorrow, iney win
meet in room 15, N. T. Armljo build--

1

ing.

promptly secured the necessary guarf ernard 8. Rodev
antee fund. It is a splendid tribute to
Aibuauerqus. N
ATTORN
the energy and enterprise of the bus!
Promt attention riven to all businessness men of El Paso that the commit It.
Will Draoto
Dertalntns
nrnfeaalnn.
tha
tee did not meet with a single refusal. tlce In all courts of the territory and be
omce.
secure
a
will
fore th United Btates land
The El Paso committee
team o. the best players in tne coun.. M. Bond
during
try, and after the games here
1 F street. N.
ATTORN ET.AT-LAtoe fair a base ball tournament will be
held In El Paso, the Albuquerque team patents, copyright, cavlata, letters pat
and the Pass City team to be the prin ent, trao marks, claims.
cipal attraction.
William D. Le
For the El Paso tournament It la ATTORNEY-AT-ijw. Otfla. room t
suggested that racing be added to the N. T. Armljo building. Will practice la
other attractions. To the people of El ail ma court oi tne territory.
Paso the committee from this city de- - L"
R. W. D. Bryan
sire to make acknowledgement of
many courtesies. It is not the most at. Offlc, First National Bank building
pleasant thing in the world to visit a
Frank W. Clancy
neighboring town upon a soliciting exrooms 1 and' L
ATTORNEY-- a
pedition, but the people and the press N, T. Armljo building, Albuquerque, N.at
of El Paso made it so pleasant that the
E. W. Dobson
committee have only words of praise
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOfflc, Vom
for that growing city.
Albuquerque, N. H.
And it is worth a visit to El Paso to well block,
note the wonderful progress or tnat
John H. Stlnol.
Cromwell block
future great city. Within a few years ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque,
N. M.
It will contain 100,000 people, and they
will necessarily be generous and enterPHYSICIANd
x
prising,
If El Paso and Albuquerque continue
Dr. J. E. Branson
Eomeopathlo Physician,
their present friendly lelations, both
17,
Whiting Block.
Room
cities will be benefited.
Rleht here The Citizen pledges itself
DR. I. 8AYLIN.
that El Paso shall be treated absolute
Physician and 8urgeon.
ly fair at the approaching exhibition in
Office, Santa Fe Pacific hospital, Albu
M. Private hours. 1 to I p. m.
this city, ana mat me vrnuurn from querque, N.'pnones:
Automatic, 117; 'old
that citT.will be uleased and enter- - Hospital
'phone,
tl.
is.,nt,A
We shall try our very best to
I
heat them in the base ball contest, but
if thev win we shall be well pleased.

The Metropolitan

EVENING

FROM 7 to 9 O'CLOCK
WE WILL PUT ON SALE SEVEN DIFFERENT ARTICLES AT SEVEN

DIFFERENT PRICES, SUCH AS

'

OUGHT TO BRING SEVEN DIFFERENT CROWDS.

ONE LOT OF LADIES' CORSETS, IN WHITE AND OLD OOLD.ODD SIZES, BUT ASSORTMENT
ENOUGH TO FIT ANY LADY, NOT A PAIR IN THE LOT WORTH L ESS THAN 75 CTS., YOUR' CHOICE
FOR TWO HOURS ONLY, PER PAIR,

390

.

AND 12ft, AND THE BLACK Id
ONE LOT OF LADIES' BLACK COTTON HOSE, SEAMLESS, SIZES
ALL RIGHT, EVERY PAIR PERFECT; STOCKINGS WHICH WILL SELL EVERY DAY AT 10 CENTS,
YOUR CHOICE SATURDAY NIGHT PER PAIR

4G

ONE LOT OF MEN'S LIGHTWEIGHT UNDERWEAR, IN PLAIN BLUE AND BLUE MIXTURES, NEARLY
ALL SIZES, SHIRTS AND DRAWERS TO MATCH; A GARMENT NEVER SOLD FOR LESS THAN 39
CENTS. ON SATURDAY cVIGHT YOU MAY BUY THEM AT

19C

A

Big-Cer- e,

Now

SATURDAY

machinery; cuatom assaying and analyst.
OSTEOPATHY.

& CO., Prescription Druggist

jtbuqutrque

ON

IT PAYS TO TRADE AT THE
Cosmopolitan

Mail

Papn
Patterns

Orders
Promptly
Filled

None Higher

LEON D.OTERN .PROPRIETY
ONE LOT OF LADIES' WHITE SHIRT WAISTS, EMBROIDERY TRIMMED, LATEST STYLES, SIZES 32
TO 38, FULLY WORTH 75 CENTS; SPECIAL PRICE FOR SATURDAY NIGHT ONLY

290
90

ONE LOT OF LADIES' AND MISSES' FANCY HATS, THE BEST AND PRETTIEST IN THE HOUSE,
HATS WHICH WAVE SOLD RIGHT ALONG UP TO 4.00; TO' CLEAN THEM OUT THEY GO SATURDAY
NIGHT AT

ine democrats or mis territory
favor statehood, and the efforts of a
v, PaRO , the ririncinal port of entry
Corner of First Street and
wouiu-ulew oi me
itaueio
th .0utbern boundary of the Unit
Railroad Avenue.
of that party to oppose admission will ed state8. During the past year the
ONE LOT OF LADIES' VICI KID 8HOES, IN LACE OR BUTTON, ABOUT FIFTY PAIRS IN ALL,
not amount to much.
year
1371.000.
the
were
This
rnint Is largely Increased, and will Has changed hands and is now one
NEARLY ALL SIZES, EVERY PAIR CONSIDERED A BARGAIN AT $2; SATURDAY NIGHT THEY GO AT
business
PAIR
the nicest resorts in the city. Best
The strikers are causing a loss toirPflrh 1400.000. Collector P. t. uar of
liquors served at the bar. Lager
country
the labor interests of the
oflrett is popular with the people of El of
Patronage solicited.
several million dollars a week. The Paso and is making a model collector. been on draught. LUKE
WALSH,
labor organizations are collecting a
Proprietor,
half million dollars a week to distrib
com
healthy
clear,
a
ONE LOT OF MZN3 HANDKERCHIEFS, IN WHITE OR COLORED BORDERS,
HEMSTI1 vHED; YOU
Women love
ute among the striking miners.
BurdocK
plexion. Pure blood makes it.
Homestead Entry No. 4298.
NEVER PAID A CENT LESS THAN A QUARTER FOR THiS QUALITY; THEY ARE FINE AND SHEER;
mooa.
pure
Notice for Publication.
Blood Bitters manes
FOR TWO HOURS ONLY SATURDAY NIGHT THEY GO AT
o
El Paso Is to have another large
Department of the Interior, Land Of
hotel. E. Kohlberg, the wealthy cigar
Dobbs and "June Bug."
flee at Santa Fe, TJ. M.. June 23
1902.
manufacturer, will build a model struc
Baltimore. Md.. July 25. Quite a lot
ture, to be called the Colonade. It will of interest is manifested In the boxing
Notice is hereby given that the fol
lie one of the largest and best hotels in show to be nulled off tonight by the vowing named settler has Iliad notlca
of his intention to make final proof in
the southwest.
Eutaw Athletic club. The wind-uwill be furnished by Bobby Dobbs and support of his claim, and that said
Senator Andrews and President W. the "Texas June Bug." Under the ar- proof will be made before the register OCXXX)OaXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX3
S. Hopewell of the Santa Fe Central ticles of agreement Dobbs agrees to or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M on Au4. 1902. viz.:
Fellz Trujlllo de
railroad, left El Paso last night for stop his opponent Inside of twenty gust
in behalf of the heirs of
Roswell, where they will discuss land rounds or forfeit his snare oi me Hen-eraAbran Herrera, deceased, for the
for the building of a railroad from Ros- purse.
NW,6 Sec. 22, Eft NE, Sec 21, T 8
well to Torrance.
N. R E.
The Perfect Liver Medicine
He names the following witnesses to
The newspaper men of Albuquerque
Mrs. M. A. Jolley, Noble, O. T., prove his continuous residence upon
and El Paso have done much for the writes: "I have used Heroine ror a and cultivation of said land, viz:
enterprises of their cities and expect number of years, and can cheerfully
Feliz Trujlllo, of Escobosa, N. M.;
Is without dispute the coolest
to keep up their effective work In the recommend it as the most perfect liver Felipe Tapia, of Escobosa, N. M.;
greatest
biooa
medicine,
prac
they
Is
All
in
return
future.
and the
ask
y Martinez, of Escobosa,
Manuel
Mora
In town.
Everything we
place
purifier. It is a medicine of positive N. M.; Jose B. Lebarlo, of Escobosa,
tical appreciation of their labors.
accomplishes
all
that
fully
serve at the fountain Is ice cold.
merit, and
M.
find N. MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
cannot
Malaria
for
it."
is
claimed
dally
best
El Paso has l.u,ce of the ""l
ICE COLD 80DA
In th avatern while the
newspapers in tne state or lexas.
just fnr one of its
THOUSANDS SAVED BY
ICE COLD FRAPPES
is to prevent the
of the city, but El Paso is growing so functionsproducing
is
Herblne
poisons.
of
fever
ICE COLD 8HERBETS
ranidiv that tirat ciR metronoiitan
regulator. 50c DR. KING'S NEW DI5GGVERY
H.llv newananers can he maintained. U' DlOBt efficient liver
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Ruppe.
B.
Pharmacy,
Cosmopolitan
ICE COLD LEMONADES
at
M. 8. OTERO, President
or Consumption. Coughs, Colds
Harry Alexander, the superintendent
ICE COLD PHOSPHATES
Haytians Want Fouchard.
AND LUNG TROUBLES.
of the El Paso & Northeastern rail
THROAT
and
all
W. 8. 8TRICKLER, V. PH and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, AsL Cashier
Washington, July 25. In view of the
EVERYTHING UP TO DATE.
road, informs The Citizen that Oteijo
in Hayti Thia wonderful medicine positively
county will have a splendid exhibit at recent political disturbances
wm. Mcintosh
solomon luna
of the insular election which cures Consumption, Coughs, Colds
the territorial fair. The enterprising the result
conwith
Is
awaited
today
place
m.
w. a. maxwell
takes
a.
j.
baldridge
Alamogordo
will
have
Pneumonia,
blackwell
of
citizens
bronchitis, Asthma,
siderable interest here. The last auJ, H, O'RIELLY & CO.
charge of the exhibit.
Pleurisy,
Fever,
LaGnppe.
Hs
statrepublic
thentic advices from the
ed that the election of Fouchard to Hoareoness.ooreThroat andW hoop
Prescription Druggists,
If the democratic party of New
I DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOP EKA & SANTA Ft RAILWAY
presidency is practically assured. IngCougn. Lvery bottle guaranteed
the
opposes statehood for the terri
be the man most
to
said
is
Fouchard
tory, it will be the death blow of that Haytians want because he has their
NO CURE. NO PAY.
Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave.
party in the future state, 'ihe leaders confidence and they believe him to be ffllCE 50c. and $ 1 . TRIAL BOTTLES FREE.
party
several
should think
of that
strone: enoueh to cope with the pres
THIRD STREET
times before they resolve to adopt' ent situation
Small Holding No. 3215.
and restore the order
such a suicidal course.
Notice for Publication.
which is necessary for the political
and commercial welfare of the coun Department of the Interior, United
"The Fats" of El Paso celebrated try.
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
their eighth annual picnic last night.
Julv 5th. 1902.
was
Governor Ahumada, of Chihuahua,
Notice is hereby given that the fol
The Best Liniment for Strains.
present, and a jolly time was had.
claimant bas filed notice
at
merchant
Wells,
the
H.
Mr.
F.
of his intention to make final proof in
"The Fats" is. a society composed of Deer Park. Long Island. N. Y., say
Aieaisj
AUXnnre$n
the best and largest business men in "I alwavs recommend Chamberlain's support of his claim under sections 16
El Paso and their principal idea is the Pain Balm as the best liniment for and 17 of the act of March 3. 1891. (26
STEAM SMSACE FACTORY.
Stats.. 854). as amended by the act oi
necessity of irrigation.
strains. I used it last winter for a se February
(27
470),
1893,
and
21,
Avenue.
Stats.,
Railroad
West
IX3J4
vere lameness in the side, resulting
Albuquerque In several ways Is big- from a strain, and was greatly pleased that said proof win be made berore
ger than El Paso, but In a hundred with the quick relief and cure u ei- Clerk Probate Court at Albuquerque,
EM1L KLEIN WORT,
N. M., on the eleventh day of August,
other ways the Pass City is away fected." For sale by all druggists,
1902, viz:
Fernando Armljo for the
ahead of us. In fact, El Paso is growN. THIRD STREET
MASONIC BUILDING.
SWtt Sec. 5 Wm.
ing so rapidly that the people do not JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE. KU SEU. and the
N. R. 1W.
State leaves Trimble a stable on sec TPHe13,names
have time to get acquainted with each
the following witnesses to
other and there Is a lack of unity that ond street, every Tuesday. Thursday prove his actual
continuous adverse
and Saturday at 6 a. m.: quick time, a
will be corrected In time.
relay of stock Is kept at Zia. Arrives possession of said tract for twenty
Automatic phone 574
THE THOUSANDS WHO ANNUALLY TRAVEL ON THE
supper, years next preceding the survey of the
A. W. Gifford, secretary of the Inter- at tne Borings in time for wno
Sandoval,
townBhin. viz: Jesus MA.
2101 South 8econd Street,
people
ten
by
deceived
be
Don
t
national Miners' association, with you thev will take you just as quick of Sandoval, N. M.; Melquiades Martin,
Albnqnerqne. V Mex.
headquarters at El Paso, informs The as the stage, for they won't- - Nobody of Sandoval. N. M.: Elias Garcia, of
Citizen that the association is intend else has any change of stock on the Albuquerque, N. M.; Francisco RomAND EXTOL ITS DELIGHTFULLY
ing to make a fine mineral exhibit at route. Tickets for sale at Trimbles ero, of Sandoval, N. M.
Homestead Entry No. 4737.
'
'
the St. Louis world's fair, and that the
Any person who desires to protest
LUXURIOUS APPOINTMENTS
B. BLOCK, Proprietor,
J.
Notice for Publication.
association will try to make an exagainst the allowance of said proof, or
o
UNEQUALLED
AND THE
Remember the Store.
hibit at the territorial fair.
who knows of any substantial reason Department of the interior, Land Of
CUISINc. OF THE
M., July 8. iuz.
N.
Fe,
fice
at
Santa
the
of
regulations
laws
and
the
under
with
white
The
front
the
store
The
folgiven
the
hereby
that
proof
DINING CAR,
is
Notice
why
Department
such
Interior
goods
you
at
BASE BALL.
such
offers
Lion Store
not be allowed will be given an lowing named settler has filed notice
ARE PROOFS
The base ball games during the ter such prices which will not be met in should
of his intention to make final proof in
opportunity at the
OF THE
ritorial fair will be the best ever seen any direction.
the support of his claim, and that said
rv
time and place to
in the west. The contest for the cham
STATEMENT
register
the
purmade
before
be
to
will
proof
chemically
eDemmg
Is
water
and
claimant,
of
said
witnesses
plonship pennant and a purse of $1,500 equal to Polan Springs.
In rebuttal of that sub- or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on Auoffer
evidence
Paso.
city
El
and
between
be
this
will
gust 19, 1902, viz.: Francisco Gomez,
mitted by claimant.
Each city is procuring the very best
R. OTERO. Register.
for the Wtt SEV4. SK SWVi of Sec.
MANUEL
e.
Foot-Easplayers in the southwest. El Paso has
Use Allen's
10. NE'i NW4 Sec. 15, T. 8 N. R.
guarantee
subscribed liberally to a
1902 11 E
shoe, 1882
powder
the
into
be
to
A
shaken
fund and will have a much stronger Your feet feel swollen, nervous and hot
He names the following witnesses to
team than last year, and it will be the and get tired easily. If you have smart
prove his continuous residence upon
.
most exciting battle in the aunals of Ing feet or tight shoes, try Allen
and cultivation of said land, vis:
M.;
N.
western base ball.
Gallsteo,
Maurice Gomez, of
Foot Ease. It cools the feet and makes Bole agents for Casino and Ora brand
Last Monday Secretary McCanna walking easy. Cures swollen, sweat
George Davis, of Galisteo. N. M.; AnCanned Goods. Dealer In
telegraphed from New York, where he Ing feet, ingrowing toe nails, blisters
tonio Gomez, of Gallsteo, N. M.;
a
ooooooocta
Angel, of Gallsteo, N. M.
A.
is securing ball players and other spe and callous spots. Relieves corns ana Staple and Fancy Groceries
a Four big bargains in wash OO
MANUEL R. OTEKO, Register.
cial attractions for the lig fair, that a bunions of all pains and gives rest and
214 8outh Second street.
FIRE INSURANCE
Golden
ad.
goods.
display
See
0
committee should go to El Paso and comfort. Try it today. Sold by all Hlllsboro Creamery Butter Best on
O
Demlng offer the sam opportuni- O Rule Dry Goods Company.
secure a guarantee fund to insure the drueelsts and shoe stores for 25c,
v earth
now that the moat prosperous
Secretary Mutual Bulldlnf Association
success of the base ball tournament.
Don't accept any substitute. Trial Orders solicited.
Free delivery. ties
cities in th west offered several yean
.a v .
rvaa
V V
Messrs. Frank A. Hubbell, C. C. Hall package free. Address Allen M. Olm
cents.
25
two
for
cigars,
UiUCV M l V
WaVXlai
Statehood
ago.
Statehood c'gars, two for 25 centa.
and Thomas Hughes went to the Pass stead, Le Ror, K. Y.
one-nors-

e

e

sua

3 FOR 25
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J.H.Olelly&Co,

,

Bank of Commerce
ALBUQUERQUE
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$100,000

Capital

u

Meal Market

JOE RICHARDS,

lowing-name-

CIGARS

d

cud sail

Glaesner,
Tailor.

CALIFORNIA LIMITED

above-mentione-

cross-examin-

THAT
AMERICANS

d

e

WANT
AND
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F. G.

Pratt &
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BEST
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(sporting news!
1

The only way
to recover your
health istokeep
the stomach in
good condition;
the bowels regular and the

n

This would present an array
of music, and on such festival occa
sions muBlc is always an enjoyable fea
ture. Two or three prizes could be
offered for the contestants and the ex
pense would be slight During fair
week, we could thus be provided with
abundant and almost constant music
at various parts of the city.
When the band plays people know
something is going. on.
bands.

ED DELEHAN1Y,
He Is Premier of the Base Ball Slug-

gers,
Edward Delehanty, the good, old reliable slugger, still leads the batsmen
of the American league, being ten
points ahead of his old rival, Napoleon
Lajoie and the only man In either of
the big leagues to hit over .400 Lave
Cross, of the Athletics, Is third batsman, and is the only American league
player with as many as 100 hits.
t
men are batting .300 or better,
and the general run of the hitting is
about ten points better than the batting In the national league.
Schreck, now of the Athletics, leads
the catchers in fielding, and Griffith
leads the pitchers. Carey leaus the first
basemen. Jack Doyle the second Backers Lajoie the real leader on actual
merit of work done and Lave Cross
the third basemen, George Davis the
short stops and Harry Bay about the
best of the outfield records. Washing-toleads in team batting, Cleveland
and the Athletics following. St. Louis
has pushed up out of last place, relegating Detroit to the bottom. Chicago
leads in team fielding, Baltimore second and the Athletics and St. Louis
tied for third. The senators have a big
margin in extra base hitting. Buck
Freeman heads the Individual sluggers, and Sandow Mertes the baserun-ners- .
Rube Waddell Is looming up as
a formidable competitor to Cy Young
among the pitchers.
Ten thousand demons knawing away
at one's vitals couldn't be much worse
than the tortures of itching piles. Yet
there's a cure. Doan's Ointment never
fails.

No

genres
.x:

indirestion,
IWtpepsia,
Constipation and
Malaria, Fever
andAgue.

THE ECONOMIST

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
Clothing or Groceries But Everything

Shoes,

Mall

the

In

Dry Goods Line.

Agents

for McCall Patterns. All Patterns 10 and 1 ets.
Orders Solicited and Filled Same Day as Received.

JULY CLEARANCE SALE

TRY IT

states benefiting by the recent congressional legislation. Although the
statement has been made that within
the next century 200,000,000 acres of
arid land can be reclaimed by irrigation F. H. Newell, of the geological
survey and secretary of the American
scalds, bruises and skin eruptions Forestry association estimates that
rrove its the best and cheapest. 25c not more than 60,000,000 acres can b
so reclaimed.
at all drug stores.

Of All Summer Wash Goods Continued
ONE-HAl-

FOR ANOTHER WEEK EVERY YARD OF WASH MATERIAL IN THE HOUSE
AND LESS. COST IS NO OBJECT ROOM IS WHAT WE ARE AFTER.

REDUCED

TO

F

n

Acts Immediately.
Colds are sometimes more troubleTrudeau Getting Well Digging for some in summer than in winter, it's so
hard to keep from adding to them
Water-Oth- er
Items.
while cooling off after exercise. One
Special Correspondence.
Minute Cough
cures at once. AbKennedy, N. M., July 23. Geo. Tru solutely safe. Cure
Immediately. Sure
Acts
deau, the young man injured, is out of cure tor coughs,
croup, throat
danger and able to be around again. and lung troubles.colds,
H. ORlelly ft
J.
but has a very stiff neck. It will be Co.; B. H. Brlggs ft Co.
some time before George Is as lively
a he was before the accident.
Subscribe tor Th Daily allien
Dr. Norrls will move the hospital to
BUSINESS LOCAL8.
camp No. 1 In the morning.
R. L. McCance made a flying trip to
Economize by trading at The Econo
camp this morning, returning to Santa
mist.
Fe after a few hours stay.
Copper, tin and galvanized Iron
Henry Bergmann, of the Colorado
Fuel and Iron company, is the new work. Whitney company.
bookkeeper, relieving Mr. Connelly,
No tuberculosis preservallne or col
who has been given an outdoor posi- oring In Matthews' Jersey mi be
tion, it being too much confinement
Klelnwort's is the place to get your
here for him.
nice fresh steak. All kinds of nice
Miss Maggie Wenborne, of Albuquer meat
que, Is here visiting with her brother,
Demlng has an abundance of water
John. She expects to leave for the east tor Irrigating
vineyards, orchards, or
soon.
gardens.
diggers
San
Well
under Fireman
Buy lots and build In Demlng. Your
ders are working two shifts, night and
day, here. It won't be long now before rental returns will be 20 per cent, on
we will have nice well water. We hope the investment
so, anyway, as the Galtsteo water is
Orders taken for every known make
very muddy.
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
"Central Ferry was In the capital Hardware company.
last week visiting his wife who has
Demlng Is a great health resorbeen quite sick.
has no superior in climate tor the cure
Harry Chltwood has opened anotner of
pulmonary troubles.
commissary in camp No. 1. better
Look
into Klelnwort's market on
doing
City,
is
and
known as Atlantic
North Third street He has the nicest
fine.

CAMP KENNEDY.

WASH GOODS
OUR STOCK OF ALL WASH MATERIALS DIVIDED INTO SIX LOTS TO CLOSE OUT. EVERY
YARD MARKED DOWN i O LESS THAN HALF ORIGINAL PRICE, AS FOLLOWS:
1 TAKES IN ALL OUR PRINTED LAWNS AND BATISTES THAT SOLD UP
T
f"
A-- UlOC
TO 10c AND 12'a A YARD. ROOM MAKING PRICE. . . v
.".
yCl
20 PIECES PRINTED BATISTES AND DIMITIES THAT 80LD UP TO 15o
T
f
Qi
A-- Ut
4
AND 18c A YARD. ROOM MAKING PRICE
Oi$C yCU
INCLUDES ALL CLASSES OF WASH GOODS THAT SOLD UP TO 20c
T -- 4.
1f
t
lwUl J
AND 25c PER YARD. ROOM MAKING PRICE
JUC yC
A TAKES IN ALL OUR 30c AND 35c WASH GOODS, SUCH AS LISLE TIS- tJl
SUES, TISSUE SUPREwlE, DOTTED SWISS MUSLIN, EMBROIDER
OC yCU
ED DOT. ROOM MAKING PRICE

t

nf 9
3

If.. t

TOUR.

-
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McClelland vs. Callahan.
Tnrnntn Ont ... Julv 25. Jack MC'
flellanrl the Pittsburg featherweight.
and Tim Callahan, of Philadelphia,
who come togetner ror a iweniy-rounbout before the Crescent Athletic club
tonight, have completed their work of
preparation and appear to be in fine
fettle. The two nave mei m me ring
i limps before and the rattling
fight 8 they put up has created consid
erable Interest la tonignt s engage
ment.
Mokl Tea Positively Cures Sick Head
a

--

Indigestion and constipation. A delightful herb clrlnk. Removes all eruptions of the skin, producing a perfect
complexion or money refunded. 25c
and bOC Wr.teS, lO UB lor iron Bnmy.c.
, , 1u . Umls,. w Cn TtnfTnln , N. Y. J.
rif
liwni
H. O'Reilly & Co. and B. H. Brlggs &
1

Co.

SUGGESTION.

Writer Favors Band Tournament at
the Fair.
Editors Citizen:
In preparing attractions for the
forthcoming territorial fair, nothing, so
far as I have seen, has been said in
regard to music. A band tournament
would prove an attraction of the first
class and would in Itself draw a goodly
number of visitors from New .Mexico,
Arizona, southern Colorado and western Texas. We could, I think, easily
secure at least twelve or fifteen competing bands from the above points.
Pueblo. Trinidad, Raton, Las Vegas,
Santa Fe, Phoenix, Tucson, El Paso
and Juarez all have from one to three
bands, besides our own three local
.

DYSPEPSIA TABLETS
cure dyspepsia and all disorders arising from indigestion. Endorsed by physicians every where. Sold by all druggists. No cure, no pay. 25 cents. Trial
package free by writing to W. II. Hooker & Co.. Buffalo, N. Y. J. H. ORlelly
& CO., and B. H. Brlggs ft Co.
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fresh meats in the city.
A Good Reputation.
We are sola agents for Wheeler ft
The way to gain a good reputation Is Wlison sewing machines. Albert Fito endeavor to be what you desire to ber, 305 Railroad avenue.
appear." That is precisely the way
Why buy high priced lots when you
in which Chamberlain's Cough Remedy can get them cheap In Demlng now,
has gained its reputation as a cure for with certain advance assured T
coughs, colds, croup and whooping
We carry the largest variety of lincough. Every bottle that has ever been oleums
and oil cloths In this city.
put out by the manufacturers has been Albert Faber,
305 Railroad avenue.
fully up to the high standard claimed
Demlng
one hundred new
needs
can
It
People
found
that
have
for it.
always be depended upon for the relief houses to supply the demand, and
now. This demand conand cure of these ailments and that it needs them
Is pleasant and safe to take. For sale tinues to grow.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
by all druggists.
205 South First street, over the
'
Hyde Exploring Expedition store,
DAMAGING CLOUDBURST.
Lis prepared , to , give . . thorough
it
treatment, do hair dressThe Farmers of Anton Chlco, 8an Mi- scalp
ing, treat corns, bunions and inguel County, Heavy Losers.
growing nails. She gives massage
A correspondent writing to the Optic treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bamfrom Anton Chlco, under date of July bini's own preparations of complexion
20, says:
cream builds up the skin and Improves
A cloudburst occurred last evening the complei.'.on, and are guaranteed
between 9 and 10 o'clock, beginning at not to be Injurious. She also prepares
Cbaperlto and extending across west- a hair tonic that cures and prevents
ward to the Pecos river above Anton dandruff and hair falling out; restores
Chlco. The cloud was very quickly life to dead hair; removes moles,
formed by a hard wind blowing from warts and superfluous hair. GIv her
the south, one continuous flash of a trial, Sane also has a very fine tooth
lightning and deep thunuer accompa- powder, which she guarantees to be
nying it. The river was higher than it free from all metallic substances. It
has been known within thirty years or perfumes the breath, hardens the gums
within tne memory of the oldest resi and makes the teeth clean and white.
dent. The Anton Chlco dam, wnictt It is highly recommended by all first
has withstood the storms of twenty-tw- c'ass dentists. Also a face powder, a
years, Is entirely washed away, freckle cure, and pimple cure, and pile
also the Bado de Juan Pais dam is cure. Ail of these preparations are
gone. The remnant of the old brlflge purely vegetable compounds Give her
which has stood here for sixteen years a trial. Automatic telephone 4u.
o
is entirely washed away. The river
Rubber in Your Dollars.
rose up on either side to the Irrigation
If there s any time in the year when
ditches, in some places doing great
damage to crops. The alfalfa fields you can stretch your dollars out, it's
have piles of rocks and sand beds in now. l he Lion store.
the middle of them. Many fruit trees
Demlng will be tne gret smelter
have been torn out by the roots. A center. Two
plants will be in
number of horses and other stock stalled within large
the year.
caught In the arropos were washed
away. Numbers of cottonwood trees
iteming has Increased 60 per cent In
r.nd all the fences at the lower ends population In four years.
gone
the
toward
of the fields have
W arA sole aeent for Wheeler ft
Gulf of Mexico. The losses of crops.
fences, land and stock from this storm Wllnnn newinz machines, the best on
will number high up into the thous the market. Albert Faber, 305 Railroad
ands.
ivenue.
u
Sixty
Years.
For Over
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
remedy
An old and well tried
Demlng ships over 100,000 head of
Mrs. Wlnslrw's Soothing Syrup has
been used fjr over sixty years by cattle annually; Is the center of the
millions of mothers for their children greatest breeding region in the south
while teething with perfect success. west and cattle men all know this.
It soothes the child, soften the gums,
In Demlng the aemand fdr rental
allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
houses is five times In excess of the
is the best remedy for diarrhoea. Is supply.
pleasant tc the taste. Sold by druggists In every part of the world.
Deming! Have you been there? If
Twenty-fivcents a bottle. Its value not, you should
get there for the big
Is incalculable. Be sure and ask for sale of lots on the 17th of this month.
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Byrup, and
take no otter kind.
Demirg Is the great mining otinter
of the southwwt
s
Holiness Cimo Medina.
Evansville. Ind., July 25. The
Just received a large shipment of
Japanese and Chinese matting. Albert
annual camp meeting of the
Indiana Holiness association open Faber. 305 Railroad avenue.
ed on Coal Mine hill, near this city, to
day, ana win continue lor two weens.
Dr. E. L. Hyde, of Pennsylvania, has
charge of the camp, and is assisted by
Rev. L. H. Baker and Rev. E. S. Dunham, evangelists, of Ohio.
Why not have the early,
Don't Fail to Try This,
dark, rich color restored?
Whenever an honest trial is given to
any
re
for
is
trouble
it
Electric Bitters
It's easily done with Ayer's
commended for a permanent cure will
surely be effected. It never falls to tone Hair Vigor. Nearly everythe stomach, regulate the kidneys and body uses it. Ask your own
bowels, stimulate the liver, Invigorate
the nerves and purify the blood. It's a friends. Probably they know
systems.
wonderful tonic for
Electric Bitters positively cure kidney how it always restores color,
and liver troubles, stomach disorders,
nervousness, sleeplessness, rheuma checks falling, and keeps the
tism, neuralgia, and expels malaria hair rich and glossy.
Satisfaction guaranteed by all drug
gists. Only 50 cents.
"I have used Ayer's Hair Vigor andIt
have found it a great remedy.
60,000,000 Acres.
the falling of my hair when
Washington, July 2.5. As rapidly as checked
Mrs.
all other remedies had failed."
they can be organized surveying par C.
A. Morrison, Millinocker, Me.
ties will be sent out to select and lay
out irrigation sites in the western fl.M. AllireiiUU. J. C. AYEJU0., Lwll, Msjj.
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INCLUDES ALL OUR VERY BEST SUMMER WASH MATERIALS, SUCH
AS 8ILK EMBROIDERED DIMITIES, FORMOSIAN SILK NOVELTIES,
ISATHE SILK TISSUES, AND SATSUMA SILK NOVELTIES; GOODS
THAT SOLD ALL SEASON FROM 60c TO 85c THE YARD. ROOM
MAKING PRICE

ZOC

30 INCH PERCALES, RED AND BLUE
ROOM MAKING PRICE
URE8.

WHITE

FIG- -

'J C

J
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OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF LADIES' PARASOLS DIVIDED IN THREE LOTS TO CLOSE OUT:
. 4 TAKES CHOICE OF ALL PARASOLS, BLACK, COLORS AND WHITE,
&4
P UU
SOLD UP i O $2.00. ROOM MAKING PRICE
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TAKES CHOICE OF ALL PARASOLS, BLACK, COLORS
SOLD UP TO $3.50. ROOM MAKING PRICE

AND

WHITE,

O OH

TAKES CHOICE OF BALANCE OF OUR STOCK OF FINEST PARASOLS,
VALUES UP TO $7.50. ROOM MAKING PRICE

2 (f
0UU

ijJ

WAISTS AND SKIRTS
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF WASH WAISTS PUT ON 8ALE AND DIVIDED INTO FOUR LOT8 TO

CiOSE.

Lot 2

TAKES IN ALL WAISTS SOLD UP TO 75c.
ROOM MAKING PRICE

Lot 3
Lot 4
Lot 5

TAKES IN ALL WAISTS VALUES UP TO $1.25.
ROOM MAKING PRICE

25c
i.

50c
75c

..,... ..,,

TAKES IN ALL WAI8T8 SOLD UP TO $1.75.
ROOM MAKING' PRICE
INCLUDES ALL OUR VERY BEST WAISTS, WORTH UP TO $2.50.
'.
ROOM MAKING PRICE

$1,00

WASH SKIRTS
PRICES CUT IN HALF. ALL OUR 75c AND 85c YvmSH SKIRTS NOW ONLY
AND ALL OUR BETTER GRADES CUT IN PRICE TO HALF ORIGINAL SELLING
TO CLEAN THEM UP. COME AND SEE THEM.
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and other articles
at actual cost and
some below cost
on account of dis
solution of our
firm. See window

Turning Gray?

n

WITH

GROUNDS
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PARASOL STOCK

.
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TAKES IN ALL OUR HONITON LACE EFFECTS, AND ALL WASH MA- TERIAL8 THAT SOLD ALL SEASON UP TO 50c THE YARD. ROOM
MAKING PRICc
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Arranging to Make Trips to California
and Honolulu.
x
All the players who have been selected for the Lajoie Baseball Touring
company that is to make the California
and Hawaiian trip this winter under
the management of "Tip" O'Neill, Winnie Mercer and Umpire Cantlllon, were
sent contracts by O'Neill and Mercer
last night, says the Washington Post.
Stars
The players in the
who received these papers are: Harry
Davis, Athletics, first base; Napoleon
Lajoie, Cleveland, second; Bradley,
Cleveland, third; Wallace, St. Louis,
short; "Ducky" Holmes, Detroit, center field; Fielder Jones, Chicago, left
field; Wyatt Lee, Washington, pitcher
and change fielder; Win Mercer, pitcher and change fielder; Sullivan, Chlca-- ;
go, catcher; McGuire, Detroit, catcher;
Bernhard, Cleveland, pitcher. Another
nltchef. who will be one of the stars
of the American league season, has
yet to be selected to complete the
team. He will not be selected unui
the end of the season.
Those who have been picked to make
up the All-- , .atlonal Stars and who
were sent contracts are: Beckley,
Cincinnati, first base; Irwin, Brooklyn,
Cincinnati,
third, base;, Stelnfeldt.
snort stop;uiarKe, rmsourg, ien nem;
Crawford. Cincinnati, center field; Kalioe, formerly with Chicago, now of the
St. Louis American, catcher; Fraser.
Philadelphia, and "Chowder Bill' Donovan, Brooklyn, pitchers. The other two
pitchers have to be picked, while a
second baseman and an outfielder have
aUo to be selected. Keeler, Brooklyn,
will probably be given the place in the
outfield, as he wants to join tne team
H. P. Kumpe, druggist, Lelghton,
Ala., writes: "One of my customers
had a child, which was sick, and threw
nn all food, could retain nothing on its
stomach. He bought one bottle of
White's Cream Vermifuge, .and it
broueht uo 118 worms from the child.
It's the boss worm medicine in the
world." White's Cream Vermifuge Is
also the children's tonic. It improves
of
their digestion and assimilation
food, strengthens their nervous system
and restores them to the health, vigor
and elasticity of spirits natural to
childhood. 25c at Cosmopolitan Y narmacy, B. Ruppe.
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If a Man Lie to You,
And say some other salve, ointment,
lotion, oil or alleged healer is as good
as Bucklen's Arnica salve, tell him 30
years of marvelous cures of piles,
burns, boils, corns, felons, ulcers, cuts,
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Fitzimmis Stack
UpatihsXJose. .
--

How Jewries artf
1

,
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READY.

EVERYTHING

Up stairs are four large bed
rooms and a tile lined bath room.
The entire house is heated by steam
and lighted by electricity. Tiie radiator In the dining room has
for keeping dishes warm. The
wood work is, all black and all walls
arc sand finish. Each room is In different colors nnd In the dining room
are three colors. The house Is complete and artistic and is one of the best
homes In Albuquerque.

PETTY THIEVES.

pantry.

FIGHT

TONIGHT'S

Maloy'a Harness Stolen Last Night

The Other Thefts.
A single set of buggy harness 'was
stolen from A. J. Maloy's stable on
South Arno street last night. The thief
Is supposed to have gained entrance
through a window, as the doors were
closed.
This is the second robbery
this week.
Nothing has been heard Irom the
blankets which were stolen from C. K.
Newhall's porch Tuesday night. The
thief that did this job must be in the
blanket business. On the night of
May 1 a blanket was taken from the
same place under similar circumstances. The wire screen with which
the porch is Inclosed being cut In both
Instances. The blanket were all of na
tive wool. One was yellow, black and
red, with the yellow predominating.
The other was a combination of grey.
red, black and yellow. Mrs. Newhall
says they were choice blankets and
could not be replaced for $75.
The rings which were stolen from
Mrs. F. J. Ward, about a month ago,
have not been located.
F. A. Jones, E. M C. E.
Consulting Mining Engineer
Field assistant U. S. Geological Survey

THE GREAT FIGHT.
For the Returns Visit the White Elephant Tonloht
A force of Western Union workmen
were busy this morning running a
direct wire Into the White Elephant.
where an operator tonight will be on
hand to take the returns of the Jef
prize fight. Colonel
Neher, the proprietor, specially Invites
the resorts many friends to be on hand
tonight, and hear the returns read.
Seats free.
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Undertakers and Embalmers
!SufceWntfe1S4iil?
'

;

:

' Safata! Marfrara
fairvW,
Bri th" Cemeteries,

I

l

and!
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Fe Pacific Railroad.

Local Undertakers Santa
Fitr.gimmons.
11
in.
6
ft.
6 ft. 1V in.
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
13 Mi in.
Both Phones In Our Office
201 211 North Second Street.
20
Calf
Swiss cheese, pound
MM In.
20 in.
Thigh
20
In.
pound
25
Brick
came
cheese,
wife
Hon. Solomon Luna and
32 in.
Waist
to
34
in.
American full cream, pound
up from Los Lunas last night.
41 in.
20
Chest
Llmburger, pound
41 in.
the
of
wife
Neustadt,
Simon
Mrs.
A HEALTHFUL
15 in.
40
Neck
Swiss, pound
Imported
17
In.
In
is
Lunas,
Los
of
14 in. general merchant
60
Biceps
Imported Roquefort, pound
16 in.
MEAL
SAN JOSE MARKET.
About 210 lbs. Weight About 165 lbs. the city.
of
assessor
40
the
Stephen
Can6van,
Age
28
can always be made from a tender
McKlnley county, Is In the city today
Returns of the Jeffries-- f itxslmmons
25.
James
July
and delicious porterhouse, sirloin
Cal.,
Francisco,
Gallup.
Zeiger's
San
from
fight, Friday night, July 25, at
Cafe. Accurate ring side description
E. Barela. the welf known deputy
J.. Jeffries, of California, champion
steak, when it la cut from our tender-an- d
from a direct wire. heavyweight pugilist of the world, and sheriff of San Rafael, out west, is in
juicy sides of beef.. We buy only
pound.
cents
tomatoes,
Robert Fitzslmmons, who has hopes of the city today.
Fresh
124
the primest beef, mutton, lamKi or-- ;'
F. H. Mudge returned to Las Vegas
San Jose Market.
regaining the championship honors he
spending a couple
morning
after
this
meats of any kind, and when 'if cornea
lost to Jeffries at Coney Island three of days In the city.
New Blacksmith Shop.
shop
at
from Farr'a market it is a guarantee .
class
a
ooened
first
We
yean ago, meet In the arena of the
have
will
The Fort WIngate ball team
205 West Copper avenue. We make
of high grade excellence.. Our prices:
National Athletic club tonight to con- come In tonight on No. 8. There are
horse shoeing a specialty; also repair
test again for the supremacy. The sixteen in the party.
a
call.
us
are low. Our meats away up In qualiwagons.
Give
buggies and
Mrs. George E. Lewis has returned
1 1 ec
men" are matched to box twenty
Albuquerque,
N.
M.
BKAUKC
W.
I.
tyrounds. If present arrangements are from a pleasant visit with friends and
Correspondence solicited.
Chicago.
in
to
sea
trout
one
relatives
and
face
will
salmon
Nice
fresh
boxers
out
the
carried
Fresh pineapples. The Jaffa Grocery morrow, san jose Marxei.
Ernest Meyers was a passenger for
another shortly after 9 o'clock. Aco
cording to .reports from .their respec- Kennedy this tnoraing to look after his company.
Returns of the
tive" training quarters, Jeffries and Santa Fe Central canteens.
t
fight, Friday night, July25, at Zelger'a
A Big Success.
Fitzslmmons are both In first class
J. S. McTavlsh, manager "of the
Such Is our nresent srreen taa sale. care. Accurate ring Bias acKiipuvn
physical condition.Beeker-Blackwecompany'a general ahd
the reason for it is not far off. It from a direct wire.
From the hour the match was made store at Magdalena, is In the city.
o
is because we have what we advertise
Jeffries -- has been a decided favorite
Fancy dressed poultry, springs, hens
Attorney T. N. Wllkerson, whe has and give even. more than what we
over Fitzslmmons in me
fishing on the upper Pecos the agree to. See our 95 cents shirts. They and turkeys at the San Jose Market to- Those who have staked their money been
weeks, returned home last are the bargain of the season. Simon morrow.
nast
on the champion have in mind the fact night.two
v i
Stern, the Railroad avenue clothier.
can
do
it
Let ns fleur cn your plumbing. Al- t
that he did the trick once and
o
R. B. Thomas, of the Consolidated
company.
Hardware
again. Besides, the champion has a
tmnueraue
s
by
returns
fight
company
at
Cerril
Mining
&
mriKt derided advantage in regard to Smelter
private wire at endome hotel to
Demlng water and pure ozone make
age and In addition he is taller, heav- los. is in the city visiting with his night.
strong and healthy people.
ier, and has slightly longer reach than family.,
o
o
Mr'sss Ethel Francis, who has been
The latest, Zu Zu, for sale at The
the Cornishman. It is conceded by all
two for 25 cents.
cigars,
Statehood
sethe-paa
company.
game
Grocery
has
with
Jeffries
Jaffa
six
weeks
that
suffering
followers of the
won
to
typhoid
he
the
fever,
able
is
Improved In science since
vere case of
Columbua Hotel Dining Room Reop
championship. He is no longer the be out again.
CLASSIFIED ADS.
ens 8unday with a swell dinner. Mrs.
BUILDERS' HARDWARE.
iiS Gold Avenue.
dashaway
free-arfighter of the
Dr. David. y Valle. the physician and Hopkins will be pleased to meet ail her
His best hold is a left rip, sumeon or san Maieo, in vaiencm
school.
Note All classified advertisements
same ex
such as Dixon used with great execu- county, is in the city, coming In from old patrons and promises the
a word for
cellent service that she has given here- or rather "liners." one cent charge
He is also the west last night.
tion In his calmy days.
for COCOCOCOOOCXXlCOCOO
each insertion. Minimum
,
tofore. Meals 25 cents.
handy with the right at the ribs. ,He
any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
LI Wells, formerly superintendent
J.
aggresgritty
feet,
and
on
his
quick
Is
Monev 3aver.
In order to Insure proper ciassmcauonj
Consolidated Smelting Sc. Min
sive and with his many natural ad- of the
2 bottles catsup. 25 cems. '
all "liners" should be left at this of
,
company of Cerrillos, Is In the city
in
figure
out
to
vantages it is difficult
2 cans salmon, 25 cents.
fice not later than 3 o clock p. m.
on
toaay
business.
how the Cornishman can withstand his
1 gallon 6yrup, 65 cents. .
atbeen
Brooks,
who
Hprbert
has
sleage-hamme- r
blows. In the old days
THAT IS WHAT WE CALL A PREPARATION FOR KEEPING THE
FOR RENT.
Large glass mustard, 20 cents.
school of
Jeffries slashed out in a wholesale way tending the Colorado state home
26 cents. '
of
mustard,
stein
FLIES FROM ANNOYING HORSES OR CATTLE.
APPLIED TO
Sun
FOR RENT Cool furnished rooms for
paytag little regard" to pifgllistic econ- mines,' Is expected to arrive
2 cans trout In tomatoes, 25 cents,
IN THE MORNING IT WILL
AND
BREAST
FACE
HORSE'S
YOUR
621
Sec
housekeeping:
light
North
omics. He had a habit of striking day on id. short vacation....
can lemon sugar, 25 cents. ,
KEEP HIM COMFORTABLE THROUGH THE DAY. 25, 50 AND $1.
ond street.
A.' B Shaw. of San Diego, Cal., sup
wits' the big Joints of his thumbs. As
dozen small lemons, 20 cents.
Large airy rooms for
who
Individual
consequence
ne
same
irequenuy irupieu nnonri tn he the
a
2 dozen extra large lemons, 25 cents. FOR RENT
lleht housekeeping. 524 West Rail
8 bars Lion soap, 25 cents. .
his hands early in the contest, and for was in the druK business at San Mar
road avenue. Rent reasonable.
a few years ago. Is In the city
10 bars Clipper soap, 25 cents.
the balance of the time he was as helpRENT Furnished rooms with
FOR
1
15
cents.
mackerel,
h
less as a dismasted vessel wallowing
from
nice
came
fat
in
Mcintosh
William
bath. Enquire No. 513 West Fru'.t
2 cans Eagle Brand milk, 35 cents.
in t,he trough of a heavy sea. During eheen ranches this morning.
avenue.
2 cans shredded codfls-.- , 25 cents.
the; past three years, however, he has
Harrv Jenks. of the Cochltl mining
met and defeated a number of good district, is spending a few days in the( Give us your trade. We guarantee FOR RENT 7 room house, 208 North
Arno. Wm. Kieke.
every article to be as represented- or
men and in addition has sparred a lot city.
FOR RENT Two or tnree furnisnea
money
your
AVENUE. ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX, .
refund
, 117 WEST RAILROAD
with such past masters of the craft as
children
M
and
Hawthorne
Mm. M.
rooms for house keeping. 213 South
Tommy Ryan, and it is but natural
vis.with
rela
Qls morning for a
ooocococoooocoo
Third street.
that he should derive benefit from left at Fort Collins, Colo, iney ext.
FOR RENT Furnished room In pri
keeping such good company. It may tives
to be absent from the city several
vate familr. with bath. 516 iiortn
Will get the returns by special wire
be safely assumed, therefore that Fitz: pect
"
Second street.
right from the riagslde. Graham Bros,
Simmons will tonight face a far more weeks.
RENT Large furnished rooms
FOR
saloon.
scientific fighter, than the pugilist at
s
Returns cf the
over the postoffice, $10 s month.
whose hands he met defeat at Coney fight
rooms.
Investments In Dentin? Iota will FOR. RENT Airy,i comfortable
and refreshments at the Graham
... .
Island.
m
i
a t. iin
n.ll
tonight.
,
v. ...
double and treble In one year. ,
Bros.'
saloon
uouru.
uro.
ae
uasa
ai
at
lwi
is
mind
in
it
borne
With these facts
613 West Gold avenue.
difficult to figure out how the Cornish.-mahas any show to lower Jeffries'
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
FOR 8ALE:
colors. But those best acquainted with
of the
ring matters know that Fitzslmmons is
FOR SALE Will sacrifice steam car
no1 ordinary mortal. He has outlived,
pet cleaning works cheap: no better
NATIONAL
FIRST
BANK
Inan athletic sense, all the middle and
paying business for money invested.
- heivyweights of his generation, ne
Poor health only reason for selling.
Albuquerque In the Territory of
At
;
up
In
building
by
rule
the
has reversed
ADDly 510 North Third street.
Busiclose
of
at
Mexico,
the
symptoms
when
iew
misele and substance
FOR SALE The contents of an eight
looked
might
be
1902.
16,
July
ness,
of 'physical shrinkage
room house, consisting of bed room,
tot.' He Is to all Intents and purposes
RESOURCES.
parlor and kitchen furniture. Must
a late flowering plant, and .t is Just
40
be sold as I am leasing town. Come
Loans
discounts
....$1,058,951
and
Dossible that the respite of two years
"
early and secure" choice. Mrs. Glov
Overdrafts,
secured
and
since he did any flgniing has benefited
er. 311 West Silver avenue.
26,795 20
unsecured
ra(her than injured him. While shrewd
cirSALE A good livery outfit very
S.
FOR
U.
secure
to
Bonds
bettors naturally favor the champion
a chance for a man with
150,000 00
cheaD:
culation
surthere are many who would not be banU. S. Bonds to secure U.
small means to go into business;
on
the
perched
victory
prised if
150,000 00
S. Deposits
have other business to look after
ners of the lanky Bob. For Fitzslm12,000 00
and must sell. For further informa
Premiums on U. S. Bonds
more
On
mons is a man of surprises.
Stocks, securities, etc.... - 42,813 26
tion apply to John F. Williams, Cer
apthan one occasion be has turned
Banking house, furniture
rillos, N. M.
parent defeat into victory. .By his tac39,000 00
FOR SALE A forty acre ranch near
and
fixtures
tics he has kept opponents away from
railroad; 20 acres In fruit trees and
Other real estate and
25,000 00
mortgages owned
him when they might have finished
vines; 400 shade and ornamental
him. Others' he has led on only to put
trees: s:ood pure water from a sixty
Due from National banks
Crockery,
263,112 48
(not reserve agents)...
foot well; good adobe residence and
them hors de combat Min n 'they least
that
expected It. He still
Due from State banks and
outhouses. For particulars inquire
blow, Unless he
66,493 86
,
at The Citizen office.
bankers
famous old knock-ou- t
Due from approved reFOA SALE Stove wood, any length,
has retrograded more tban tiitics sup
314,929 98
400 rounds for SI: cord wood, one
serve agents
pose he is still one oriln- most dancord. S4.50. Call on or address O.
Cnecks and other cash
gerous men In the world at close quar18,717 84
Ribera. Old Albuquerque, N. M.
items
ters. While apparently awkward and
Exchanges for clearingFOR SALE 8everal bearticul homes
shambling In the ring, in reality he is
13,947 82
and city lots. These are bargains
house
all eyes and fists, and, vossesslng
CARRIAdE REPAIRING, . i
Notes of other National
and must be seen to ta appreciated:
force, no one knows better how to
rvi
property.
See
00
to
show
17.416
No
trouble
banks
apply it.
v
McQuade.
curren-paper
W.
apJno.
Fractional
As regards condition, both men
cy, nickels and cents. .
2.338 67
pear to be in excellent fettle. While
money reserve In
WANTED.
Lawful
neither
differ
training
of
modes
their
viz.:
bank,
harto
unturned
stone
left
fighter haa
4
WANTED At once, 100 rock men.
72,344 00
Specie.
den himself for the contest. A long
teamsters and laborers.. W. B. Gil- 48,500 00
Legal tender notes
man
Is
a
Each
expected."
fight Is not
man.
Redemption fund with U.
Iff!
the Jesuit should
willing performer-aad- .
WAITED Two good men for collec
S. treasurer (5 per cent
a
dozen
be arrived, at before, naif.
avenue.
219
Gold
00
7,500
tor
aird
salesman:
of circulation)
rounds have been fought. Fltzsimmons
WANTED Information leading to the
lealizes that his only chance rests in
present
address of Charles A. Stein,
S2.329.S60 51
Total
keeping away from the big champion
Joseph
Brownnewell and James Bar
LIABILITIES.
long enough to get in that one knockrie, all formerly of Albuquerque.
out blow of his. And It will have to be
$ 150,000 00
paid In
Write to Harvey Spalding & Sons
Capital
stock
with
Jeffries,
for
a hard blow at that
36,000 00
land attorneys, Washington, D. C.
Surplus lund
built
ribs,
is
his massive Jaw and thick
WANTED An experienced clerk for
tjVndivided profits, less exhe
all
country store. Must speak English
16,461 14
:
penses and taxes paid..
for heavy weather, and alove
possesses recuperative powers which
and Spanish and have good referNational bank notes out150,000 00
standing
ences. Write S., this office.
Fitzslmmons naturally lacks because
Due to other National
of his advanced years.
WANTED At once, a number of
35,469 05
bridge carpenters to work on the
banks
s
Returns of the
Due to State banks and
Santa Fe Central railroad. Apply
Graham
fight and refreshments at the
16,721 62
bankers
at company's general office, Santa
Bros, saloon tonignt.
Individual deposits subject
Fe, or to August Relngardt. Kenne
982,012 67
to
check
dy, N. M.. via Gaiisteo.
your
for
hotel
: CXXXX)OX)CXXXXOOCXXXXPCXXX
Go to the Columbus
Time certificates of deWANTED Customers to try our
Sunday dinner.
every
95
759,043
pastry
posit
of
bread, pies, cakes,
2,644 60
Certified checks
description and delicious Ice cream.
BEAUTIFUL HOME.
Cashier's checks outstandBe convinced that we supply the
28,839 45
ing
best to be had In Albuquerque. New
Al
Used In the Medical Department of tbe
Mceaney
B.
A.
is
New House of
United States deposits... 148,062 34
England bakery, botn 'phones, oppomost Completed.
Xydias,
Anthony
Deposits of U. S. disbursUnited States Army and Navy Service,
postoffice.
site
USE,
FAMILY
FOR
4.585 7S
ing officers
One of the most complete and pret-irecognized as the purest stimulant In
nrnnrietor.
CONVALESCENTS
t
B.
A.
of
the citv is that
W'ANTED Gents' good second hand
INVALIDS.
AND
market Recommended by the best
the
comnearing
$2,329,860 61
Mrr.affev which is now
Total
rlothine. shoes and hats, 615 South
medical authority In the land.
niti.-addre6g
R.
The builder Is John Hart. The
J.
Territory of New Mexico, County of
or
Call
street
First
nart of the house is cement and
Bernalillo, ss:
Sweeney.
chimthe
with
of
wood
McKee,
part
cashier
of
the
upper
I,
Frank
Five voung men from Ber
the
wanted
Sold exclusively by
above-namebank, do solemnly swear
neys outside. An enclosed porch excounty at once to prepare for
nalillo
WHOLESALE LIQUOR KAIKB9
west
Is
and
Uie
true
to
south
the
service,
statement
above
around
that the
nnsltiona In the aovernment
tends clear
,
UALLlf, a.. W.
a
Apply to Inter state Corres. Inst,
best of my knowledge and belief.
sides. A large reception hall with
high
McKEE,
Cashier.
and
FRANK
brick
finish
stone'
trriiie of
axococccxocxxxxx
Subscribed and sworn to before me
wantftv-T- o
bur or'rent a second
mantel is on the first floor. The stairs
Mcosy
1902.
July,
a
while
day
of
this 17th
hand fire proof safe. Address
extend across the back
Liquid Veneer, makes old furniture OOODODDO0DOOOOOOna
HERBERT F. RAYNOLDS.
tbis,oiBce. neat has been placed het!' the door.
Our entire stock 'iVfrffil liar- - W
new.
Will put a brilliant, elastic, O
Notary
Public1..
O
asols,
The narlor opens from the hall andthe finest aett won
transparent fintah on any article of O city, will
O
MISCELLANEOUS.
from tlif parlor. BeCorrect Attest: be sold at nm and
thnlnin room
.
RAYNOLDS,
JOSHUA S.
th colwood or metal. For sale by Whitney O low.C olden" Pule: lryMi(.
5
are artletK- archts
samples
distributing
PAID
PASH
for
HERBERT F. RAYNOLDS,
:
i
3
Company
umila. Between tin diriun jom and
0
Company and other Albuquerque
Distributer,
stamp.
American
Send
A. B. McMILLEN,
jset and
kitchen is a larg.' blna
so
OOODQOOOOO
OOCiO
City,
Ma
Kansaa
Director- cneninr ofrfrdia thf kitchen is the
ttZZZ
Jeffries.

Height

j

Jeffries-Fitisimmo-

-

Broekmeiei4

mm 1

GARDEN HOSE
LAWN MOWERS

Jeffrles-Fltzsimmon-

r

HORSE G0MF0RT:

-

George B. Williams,
DRUGGIST.

Jeffries-Fitzslmmon-

"

Jeffries-Fitzslmmon-

n

.

HOUSE FURNISHINGS

Furniture,

s

Ranges, Stoves, Glassware

Borradaile & Co.

i

-

TTzr s th

--

......

CARRIAGES
REPAIRING

Trimming and
and

Saddlery'
Repairing,
Expert Horse
:.:
Shoeing,

Go., QS:
Korber &SK004K404K0
0C0K4e)

J.

Jeffries-FiUslmmon-

THE OLD GOVERNMENT WHISKEY

n

iwr

d

JvIORELLO BROS.,

if.ie
--

ittn

i.--

i

....
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Albuquerque Hardware Company
Uuilcfers' and General Hardware
Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.

qTHMTC
1 JC1

HERDERS
HINERS

lO

WALL
WEDGE,

ALBUQUERQUEPLANlNGAlILLCo
Manufacturers of

,

Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts
Office and Store Fixtures, Wood Turn
ing and Mill Work of all kinds to orv
der. MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED. X

8
M

W

S

v

I

U

5
8
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V
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la a most important factor in the
jewelry worn, and beat results are
obtained from artistic designs and
njt wwim Kiuu. uur rings, DrouCB- p
01 in
Aicn an
eic"
Wi
i j I and quality found only In Jewelry of

iwr

0oooex3ex)X3oex3ex3exoo

"4,8. F.

..

.

N. M.
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TO INTEREST THE PUBLIC THESE WARM MIDSUMMER
DAYS, BUT WE ARE EQUAL TO THE OCCASION AND THE
KIND OF PRICES YOU FIND HERE IN JULY ALWAYS

o

:

,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
'
ft

'

I

.

1

"

.

!
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BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

Jeffries-Fitzsimmo-

Jeffries-Fitzslmmon-

FINEST WHISKIES, IMPORTED ft DOMESTIC WINES ft COGNAC
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
Finest and Best Imported and Domestic Cigars'
.

Still a Growing

s

J. C,

Our fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snog amount of 10,000
pounds. We wish to double that in 1902, and In order to do so we are
offering the very beet grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE A SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
Brand and Club House. We also hare a full line of blended coffees
at prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
As to teas. Everyone knows that we keep the very best to be had
In the territory.

A. J. MAL0Y, 214

of Values

......

'

L ZEIGER CAi?E
QUICKEL &BOTliE, Proprietors

-

BALDRIDGE
Paint

ms

1

1

PIONEER BAKERY

W. Railroad Ave

ST. ELMO

--

KEIIMCO

A. SKINNER

Staple and

(Incorporated)

Fancy Groceries

company.

Wool, Hides, Pelts

Go to the Columbus hotel for vnnr
Sunday dinner.
FOR SALE Old papers, 25 cents per
nrnarea. at the Citizen office.

Ws handle
K. C. Baking Powder,

Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorsdo Lard and Meats.

We Will

Houses at

A
Day
T FOR' LIFE!
rnkiJrf
ivm.
nam

w

Sauaums

r
tmmmm
wri mm. mih
AM

UrZ?

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
R. P. HALL,

Proprietor

"

I

Ht
.

l.

f

W
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iSTir JESTS

SIDE RAILROAD

TRACK,

ALBUQUERQUE

N. M.

PublieHing Co.
P.ran
IStfeSi.
NEW YORK

mum

The finest line of Llauors and Ciaara

All

patrons and friends cordially

invit-

ed to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch is
served every day.
STEVE BALLING,

Proprietor.

LOCAL UNDERTAKER

COMHERCIAL

MELINI & EAKIN
LIQUORS.

Distillers Agents
Special distributors Taylor ft Willis

SLEYSTER.

Automatic Teiepnone

lit.

RAILROAD.

CLUB BUILDING.

Pullers and Tanners,

Wool

Louisville. Kentucky
& First St. Albuquerque. N. U

ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
FIRE INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
ROOMS 11-1CROMWELL BLOCK,

SANTA FE PACIFIC

SHIP;YOURPELTS TO
BEARRUP BROS. & CO

CIG..4

Ws handle everything In our Kne

B. A.
66

rrnzmpnrrfn

212 W. Railroad Avenue.

111

B aso

FOUNDRY

The ICEBERG

WHOLE8ALE
-

;,

.

Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftlags, Pnlleyf.
Orade 2ars, Babbit Metal; Olumns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Repairs on If icing and Mm Machinery a Specialty.

Iron and

Toy you

Dollar a

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAI
VEGAS, N. M, AND GLOR
I ETA, N. M.

n

.a

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

. ..

Albuquerque,

'

It Takes the Best

g

List Increasing.
Paso for the Interest they have taken
Numerous additions ar hrlnar mail.
in the fair by whooping up El Paso's to subscribers list of the Colorado Tel
MAKES THIS STORE THE PROPER BUYING PLACE.
carnival continuously until the carni ephone ana Telegraph company. Some
val is held.
of the latest are Blanchard Meat and
WE ARE SHOWING A MOST ELEGANT ASSORTMENT
Various suggestions as to how the Supply company, F. H. Mitchell, S.
ball games shall be managed have Vann ft Son, Al Coleman, K.nger SewOF CARPETS, RUGS MATTING, LINOLEUM.
ALSO HAVE
been made. The El Paso committee In ing 'Machine 'company, Watson H.
charge of the, matter "will consider Downs, Vendome hotel. New England
J SPLENDID VALUES
IN HIGH. ART DRAPERIES, CURTAINS,
these propositions. It Is safe to
bakery, VT. M. Bowdlsh." A. A. Dureln.
PORTIERES, COUCH ANND TABLE COVERS.
8 ,
that If the weather Is clear dur- Emil Kleinwort, ,
ing the days when the games are to
be played In EI Paso the 'subscribers
HelnxV pickling vinegar at the Jaffa
to the guarantee will not be called up Grocery company."
on to put up a dollar, but will have
" O"
something coming to them after the
Genuine spring lamb. San Jose Mar
expenses are paid.
OLD RELIABLE"
ket.
ESTABLISHED 1 878
"Have Just heard of two new feaImported
all
in
size
cans
at
sardines
tures for the fair." said Mr. Huehes
this morning. "Col. Wilson has prom- prices from 12 cents to 35 cents per
ised me that he will be at the fair with can at the Jaffa Grocery company.
a battalion of cadets from the New
Sedgwick creamery butter never dis
Mexico military Institute. The Institute
30 cents pound. Can be obIs to have a brass oand next session appoints,
San Jose Market.
and they will be there too. President tained only from the
c
O'Rlelly, of the association, received
Returns of the
inquiries from the gun clubs at Las Ve- fight, Friday night, uly 25, at Zeiger's
Carrtoa the
Flour, Grain
gas, Demlng, Fort Wingate and other Cafe.. Accurate ring side description
us Stack Extmlv
!
places in New Mexico and the south- from a direct wire.
and Provisions.
Staple Groceries
west about the shooting tournament.
Car lets a aaedalty.
As every sportsman has some particuA Few Winners.
leani caatawMt.
lar fad we are going to provide special
Winners, because If you buy them
amusement for those whose fad is once you will be a regular customer:
FARH AND FREIGHT WAGONS.
shooting. We will hang up handsome
5 pounds good coffee, $1; worth, 25
prizes and good purses and in addition cents pound.
Railroad Avenue
Albuquerque
4 pounds Mocha and Java blend. SI;
to having the greatest fair west of
Kansas City we will have the biggest worth 30 cents pound.
3 pounds Mocha and Java, $1; worth
shoot ever held in the southwest. We
hope to have all of the El Paso shots 40 cents pound.
3 pounds finest Mocha and Java on
with us on the days the tournament
w ill be held, if they can't stay to take earth, $1.25; worth 45 cents pound.
1 pound
in the whole show. And, too, we have
good tea, any flavor, 60
a promise from Harry Alexander, of cents, worth 75 cents pound.
a.
the Rock Island of flnA pihlhit from
1 pound finest tea grown, 75 cents
Tjtero county. There will be at least a pound; Bells everywhere for $1 per
car load of minerals and agricultural pound.
U. S. DEPOSITORY
products in this exhibit. Chaves counSpecial prices on tea and coffee in
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To-pe-ka
ty will also have a magnificent ex- large quantities.
hibit."
we manage to regulate our sales so
and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
we get our teas and coffee fresh
that
'
El Paso Cash Ready.
Tience
two
times, a. month,
it always
Authorized Capital
' '
$500,000.00
From the News.
has strength.'
Surplus
,
Capital,
Paid
up
profits
..
..
James W, Magoffin and Felix Martinand
.$200,000.00
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
et, of the committee .in charge of the
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
.
Go to:'the Columbus hotel for vour
proposition made to EI Paso by the
vice preii- -.
Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy,
special committee now in this city rep- Sunday 'dinner.
resenting, Albuquerque, .startetir this
dent: Frank McKee, cashier; '
,
...
Shlrt.SpciaL... .,
morning, at 9:30 o'clock and by noon
- - - V . - A B. McMillan.
- H. F. Raynolds;
Get some of those Wilson Bros. $1.25
had raised the required $1,000 that will
$1.50
and
Tag
our
at
Green
shirts
sale
guarantee
placed
as a
wherein the
be
two cities mentioned will bring about for 95 cents. Simon Stern, the Rail
the greatest baseball tournament ever road avenue clothier.
seen In the southwest. The present
committee will meet with subscribers
Returns by rounds will be received
and have them all together arrange
tonight of the
to place the management In the hands at the Vendome hotelfight
by private
of thoroughly able and reliable men to
'
All errors of vision scientifically cor-Special arrangements have been
take care of El Paso's Interests, and wire.
rected
made
for
of
the entertainment
ladies
arrange with the best players who can
8. T. VANN, DOCTOR OF OPTICS,
and gentlemen, free of charge.
be found In the United States.
wuh
The gentlemen who represent the
Fresh Saratoga potato chips weekly
S. VANN ft SON, JEWELERS.
EdiHon.
r
Hubbell,
Frank
committee.
by express. The Jaffa Grocery
tor Thomas Hughes and Col. Lum
Hall, feel very much gratified with
the treatment they received at the
Demlng baa now a large Ice plant
hands of El Paso citizens and the and electrio light system under
promptness with which the required
cash was raised.
Have you seen that blue enamelec
steel ware at the Albuquerque Hard
MIDNIGHT PROWLERS.
ware company's store. It Is the most
They Visited Hen Coops on North beautiful and ornamental ware ever
Native and Chicago Lumber.
Sixth Street Bledsoe's
seen In Aljuquerq-ie- .
Experience.
o
'
Building Paper ALAV,;?ac;.
Bring In your tinware and have It 5herwln-WilliaThose residing on North Sixth street
the past few nights, have been an repaired. Albuquerque Hardware com Covers More Looks Beet I Wears Long- 8A8H, DOORS. BLINDS, PLASTKh"
noyed by the prowling around in that pany.
est I Most Economical ! Full Measure LIMK, CKMKNT, GLASS, PAINT, Kto
neighborhood of a colored man and
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
woman, and the hen coops of several
Keep your eye on Demlns.
neignbors have been touched for lay
ing herra and spring chickens. "Doc'
Bledsoe resides at No. 314 North bixth
street, and his coops have been visited
8IMON BALLING, Proprietor.
by some of the midnight prowlers. The
Successor to Balling Bros.
other night, while the moon was shin
ing brightly, Bledsoe was aroused from Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty
SAMPLE IKD CLUB ROOM.
his slumbers by the constant barking
of his dog. He felt certain that there
We desire patronage, and ws
Finest
were prowlers around and Jumping out
guarantee firs class baking.
Whiskies,
of bed Be grablied his revolver and 207 8. First street. Albuquerque. N. M
JOSEPH BABNETT, Prop.
Brandies,
made forth for the yard. He followed
120 W. Railroad Ave Albuquerque.
Wines,
etc.
the dog and discovered, in a crouched
J.
position, a colored woman. Then a
man coal black came up, and when
they saw the big gun in the right hand
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 290
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
of Bledsoe they concluded to decamp,
,
Bell Telephone No. 1 1 5.
wnicn tney promptly did at a lively
gait. Had "Doc" caught them In his
chicken house, he would have pumped
ieaa at tnem irom bis revolver.
200 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
fl. U.
Iced melons.
The Jaffa Grocery
.

.

company.. .
-

--

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Orders from the outside solicited and
" promptly attended to."

206 West Gold Avenue,

.

i-

-i-

'

Plumbing and Heating.
f

uliu

Lart-M- t

PELTIER BROS.
x

Fight Returns.
The heavyweight bout for the championship will occur In San Francisco
tonight, and the returns will be read
from a direct wire at Zeiger's Cafe as
the rounds occur. Everybody Invlteo
to be present.
Meadow"Gold butter f hn nnlv hnHcr
sold In sealed packages. It is proof
against any odor or taste that other
butters contract. Packed In four separate wrappings. Try a pound if you
want perfection. The Jaffa Grocery

'

Jeffries-Fitzslmmo-

-

t.

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets ansl
r... .ki--

AT ZEIGER'S CAFE.

Call There Tonight and Receive the

riLiL.ii,

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING

L. B. PUTNEY,

T. Y. MAYNARD,
JEWELER.
Watch Inspector. 'JL
ana b. jr.
usuroads.

prb

Thos. HuEhes.
Mali
Hubbell, the Albuquerque fair boomers
win return nome tonight. The mar
antee fund for a base ball team to represent El Paso at the fair and to play
a series of games In this city after
the talr has been assured. Nearly all
the money has been subscribed and th
local committee told the fair commit
tee that they would not have to re
main any longer, as the few remain
aonars would be subscribed at
in
once. .
The visitors were delighted with the
result of their trip, and the hospitality
wnicn nas Deen snown taem while here.
Mr. Hughes runs a daily newspaper in
Albuquerque and declares that he shall
endeavor to repay the people of Ei

FARtR
i

ALBERT

,

i

-

Co- -

.

f ?OfW
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Paso's

pre-di-

r:v

DECORATIVE

T

.
(

FIRST STREET.

4Q3 SOUTH

El

rr

AND WAGON COVERS.
AGENT8 FOR 8AVAGE RIFLES AND CARBINES.
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

1

CONSUflPTION

th most dreaded and deadly of all diseases, as well as pneumonia, and all
lung troubles are relieved at once and
cured by Ackers English Remedy "the
in Making Fair Great.
. operation
king of an cough cures." Cures coughs
and colds In a day 25 cents. Tour
SASE BALL GUARANTEE RAISED, money back If dissatisfied. Write for
free sample. W. H. Hooker ft Co.,
Buffalo N. Y. J. H. O'Rlelly & Co., and
B. H. Briggs ft Co
From El Paso Herald.

Albuquerque Will Have

5
--

SUCCESS ASSURED.

.

JULY 25 1902

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
WE DO CUSTOM TANNING OF
HIDES, SKINS AND FURS.
First-clafr-

s

v.

ork done and satisfaction guaranteed
P'ease writ us for prices.

i
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Smj(&

by pasture and the posse which started to hunt for him has not vet been
beard from. The wife of TruJIllo has

(SUdBDoDipooq

Mi

been arrested as an accessory.
Pllf ttila m,t am,!
a all Writer.
All stomach and bowel troubles In child or adult art
gists and get a box of Chamberlain'?
due to a single cause Indirection.
Flux, colic, cholera morbus, diarrhoea, dysentery and Stomach and Liver Tablets. The bort
all conjplalntsof like nature, are the result of undigested physic. They also correct disorders of
foods fermenting in the stomach. 7 he only way to the stomach. Price 25 cents.
prevent fever and to cure such troubles without injury
to the membranes lining the stomach is to restore
FIRST DISTRICT.
perfect digestion.
Interesting Cases Heard In Chambers
by Judge McFle.
In chambers before Judge McFie. at
Kodol is the new discovery which cures all stomach Santa
Fe, on Monday, Tuesday and
and bowel troubles by removing the cause. This famous
Wednesday the case of Mrs. Retsch, of
remedv checks fermentation, rlnasaM. nurifips and Denver,
vs. A. B. Renehan, was heard,
sweetens the stomach. Kodol digests all classes of food and gives to the body
the defense resting Wednesday. The
all of the nourishment, health and strength it contains.
suit was brought to set aside the sale
Our
Indigestion, Dyppla and all Stomaoh Troubles.
lost the thin lor dyspepsia and stomach troubles. It hu and conveyance to A. B. Renehan by
,5odo1 r,y,PTP81 Cnr
standing cm of catarrh of tbe stomach."
Cunningham of three parMJPJ1 """Uljjy v"(
rJ'v
cels of land, two on Gallsteo street and
Prf paredonlV by E. C. DcWItt ft Co., Chicago. Sold fry all dealer.
'"TO'" bouebold remedv for couirhs, colds, croup, one near the old brewery at Santa Fe.
lC KIlSlC CtBflfe Cart ?ne
bronchitis, grippe, throat and lung trouble. It cure
Argument was had before Judge
John R. McFle in chambers WednesJ. H. O'HIELLY &' CO.. AND D. H. BRIGUS & CO
day forenoon upon a motion for a rule
on the solicitor general of the terri
home
in
for
their
left
this
afternoon
ELECTRIC RMLWAY.
Cincinnati after a three months so- tory to permit the name of the terri
journ here. Miss Hablltzel ia to be tory to be used in a quo warranto proceeding upon the relation of L. Brad
man led soon.
Sure Go at Las Vegas Arcident to Fred Fornoff, deputy United States ford Prince. The motion arises from
manual, returned this afternoon from the fact that the solicitor general has
Freight Train Marriage.
Watrous with Amador Martin, who is declined heretofore to allow the name
of the territory to be used by the re
charged with unlawfully pasturing
head of sheep on the forest reserve lator In a quo warranto proceeding diThe officers are certainly making it rected against W. A. Cooper, who is
LOCAL HAPPENINGS.
hot for the trespassers. Mr. Martin now exercising the duties of a regent
waived examination and was placed of the College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts at Mesilla Park, the reunder $200 bonds.
Special Correspondence.
R. D. Gibbons went down to Lamy lator claiming that he was the legally
Las Vegas, N. M., July 24. The elecafternoon to make arrangements appointed and acting agent. Solicitor
tric trolley street railway system la this
grate cleaner General Bartlett argued agalnBt the
& sure go this time, lhere seems not for putting on another
the passenger engines there. One motion Wednesday forenoon and in
the slightest doubt of it. Everything for
not enough and often delays the the afternoon argument was made for
has been bought for the entire system is
so a second will be put on.
the granting of the motion by T. B.
to the net springs, paid for, and is trains,
Hon. J. A. Leahy came down from Catron, Esq., and E. A. Fiske, Esq.,
now awaiting shipment. Dr. Epperson
yesterday evening and Is smil- who appeared as attorneys for the re
and b other, Llewellyn Epperson, are Raton
ing serenely at tue world. He came lator.
here with the plans, specifications and down
on legal business.
money back of them to pusa the sysA boon to travelers.
Dr. Fowler's
Engine 798, one of the new
tem as fast as it can be done. Dr. EpCures
has been ordered Extract of Wild Strawberry.
person desires to
t
the construc- transferred engines,
seasickness,
diarrhoea,
to Topeka. The local of- dysentery,
tion part, if he can get bids on it. If ficials are wondering
at the order pull- nausea. Pleasant to take. Perfectly
not. he will superintend it himself. ing one of tbe tandems
off this moun- harmless.
Dirt will begin to be thrown Just as tain division.
o
soon as the working crew can be got
Good for Luna County.
This morning at the cathedral occurtogether. The work will begin near
The assessment returns of Luna
red the marriage before a large audithe Caeianeda hotel and the loop at the ence
Ortiz to Mrs. Margarite county for 1902, show an increase of
depot. The rails are in transit here Maes,ofa Susan
step daughter of Fidel Ortiz. taxable valuation of $113,995 over that
now. They a:c fort
ve foot rails
ceremony
was performed by Rev. of last year. The total taxable valua
The
of the John.oou girder pattern, such as
In consequence
and was quite tion is $1,398,403.65.
Gllberton
Paul
Father
are used la St. Louis, only lighter. The a fashionable affair. After
cere- of this increase of assessment the
the
wires will be strung between two poles mony, an hour's mass was given, when board of county commissioners has
around the city, while on the springs the wedding party returned to the been enabled to lower the tax rate to
branch single poles will be used to home of the bride's mother, Mrs. Fidel 29 mills, probably the lowest of any
string the trolley on an arm.
a wedding dinner was giv- county in the territory. Tax Collector
The power house will be located on Oriiz, whereusual
marriage merriment C. J. Kelly collected fully 95 per cent
and the
the Bite donated by W. C. Reld and en
enjoyed.
Tonight, at Buffalo hall, of taxes levied for 1901, which record
will be of brick and frame, the engine which
has been especially decorated, Is surpassed only by Chaves, Otero
room being brick and the boiler room will occur
a dance given by the newly and Eddy county collectors.
frame. The house is to be 50x75 feet, married couple
to their large circle of
with large separate car sheds which friends.
"I am using a box of Chamberlain's
will have two tracks 100 feet long. The
Stomach and Liver Tablets and find
a
wife
entertained
and
H.
Pierce
F.
engines are of the finest pattern that few friends Informally last night to them the best thing for my stomach I
can be bought, being
C. Nones. The amusement of ever used, says T. W. Robinson, Jus480 horse power engines, cost- meet W.
euchre, tice of the peace, Loomis, Mich. These
was
evening
the
ing 4,000 more than the fine Corliss four tables being
tablets not only correct disorders of
used.
Mrs.
engines. Dr. Epperson says. There took the first ladies' prize andYeakle
C. C. the bowels but regulate the liver and
will be room for three generators, of Glse the honors for the gentlemen. bowels. They tTre easy to take and
the Sprague pattern, built in New Jer- Dainty refreshments were served and pleasant in effect. Price 25 cents per
sey, but only two will'be installed at a pleasant evening spent by those pres- box. For sale by all druggists.
present, one for power and one for ent.
o
Dead at Santa Fe.
generating light for tbe building and
Mrs.
U. H. Rhodes arrived
of
A
siBter
the cars, which will carry electric this afternoon from Muncle, Ind., for a John Allen died yesterday afternoon
headlights. The generators ars to be visit in the Meadow city.
of stomach trouble at his home oh the
direct connection, the modern way;
McCormlck, a former resident south side. He was aged 65 years and
John
obviating the use of belts. The cars of the city, and who has been visiting was an old timer in Santa Fe. He was
are built, ready for the lettering and here, left this morning for Durango, twice married, a married daughter by
shipment. There are six of them, thir- where be is in tbe ranch business.
bis first wife surviving him. His secty feet long, five feet platforms on
Mora ond wife and a minor child survive
from
down
Walton
is
Thomas
each end, of what is known as combi- telling a few "new ones" to the boys.
him. New Mexican.
nation pattern; being either winter or
H. L. Nuby is here from Ash Fork,
They are especially Arizona,
8aves a Woman's Life.
summer cars.
and will leave on the stage
fine, too, it is claimed. Tbe cars will tomorrow for Tucumcari, to visit his
To have given up would have meant
contain eight cross seats on each side, parents.
death for Mrs. Lois Cragg, of Dorches
capable of seating thirty-twand with
ter, Mass. For years she bad endured
a total carrying capacity of fifty. The Rev. W. L. Riley, L. L. D.. Cuba, N. untold misery from a severe lung troucushions will be the sanitary cane. V., writes: "After fifteen days of ex- ble and obstinate cough. "Often," she
Cars electric lighted and strictly up to cruciating pain from sciatic rheuma- writes, "I could scarcely breathe' and
date. Each car will employ a motor-ma- tism, under various treatments, I was sometimes could not speak. All docere will be four induced to try Ballard's Snow Lini- tors and remedies failed till I used Dr.
and conductor.
cars for the regular daily traffic, giving ment, the first application giving my King's New Discovery for Consumption
a fifteen minute service clear through first relief, and the second, entire re- and was completely cured." Sufferers
to tbe springs. Tbe line wi.i tap the lief. 1 can give it unqualified recom- from coughs, colds, throat and lung
present railroad to the springs at the mendation. 25c. 60c and $1.00 at Cos- trouble need this grand remedy, for it
bridge, but otherwise the exact route mopolitan Pharmacy, B. Ruppe.
never disappoints. Cure is guaranteed
by all druggists. Price 50 cents and
of tbe line has not been decided furthgo
er than that it will down Sixth from
$1. Trial bottle free.
DISORDERLY JAIL BIRDS.
o
Douglas
in
Douglas and return back to
Your Prescriptions.
a loop, making a center point of Sixth Silver City Jailer Escaped Death Only
And Douglas avenue.
We are equipped ia every way to fill
by Three Prisoners Coming
Tbe estimated cost of the system as
them with accuracy and dispatch;
to Hi Aid.
purchased now, to the springs. Is
have had fifteen years experience in
The company is capitalized in Jailer James Dickinson, of the Grant large retail stores together, with full
New Mexico for $350,000. with $190,000 county Jail at Silver City, on last Sat- course in pharmacy college; are regisavailable for the present system as urday was attacked by Cruz Biito and tered in Ohio, West Virginia and New
planned, and the balance to be avail- Francisco Aldaz, prisoners In the jail, Mexico. We solicit same. Page
able when the El Porvenir and other whom he had disciplined twice before. Voorhees, second door north of postextensions are ready for construction Brlto and Aldaz made a rush at him office.
as planned. The company has until from the rear and struck Dickinson a
the first of November to complete the violent blow in the back of the head
Turning, he
line ft s originally planned, though Dr. which Btaggered him.
Epperson stated that he hoped to have saw that Aldaz, who is a strong wiry
that time. man, bad a heavy shovel. DicKlnson
the flrtt cars running before
He ia hoping for October 1, but will not seized this weapon with his left hand
promise the completion by that time. and fought the two men off with his
There is a new feature connected with right hand. The odds were unequal,
The blood may be in bad condition,
the company as organized now that it however, and he was being overpowIs new and will surprise and please ered when three other prisoners rush- yet with no external sijns, no clui
our citizens. Las Vegas is only the ed to his aBslstance. Aldaz took Dick- eruption or sores to indicate it, Thf
system of inson's fingers between his teeth and
Btarter for an
electric railways that will gradually ground the flesh to the bone. Finally symptoms in such cases being a variablt
branch out and make this city a trad- the two mutineers were overpowered appetite, poor digcs'.ioa, an iadcscribabli
ing center for the country withiu a Dickinson, besides the injury to his weakness and nervousness, loss of flesb
radius of 100 miles. Electric railways hand, which may result in blood pol and a general
condition of tht
are easier constructed than steam lines soning, was badly bruised and cut In system clearly chowing the blood bai
and cheaper to operate. The long felt the face. Hrito was bruised and Aldaz
wanl of our city for competition in was badly hurt. Both Brito and Aldaz lost its nutritive qualities, tas become thli
railways will thus be solved. Letters are held in Jail on the complaint that and watery. It iJ ia just such cases thai
are on file in this city, it is claimed, they are insane.
S. S. S. has done come of its quickest and
from tome of the largest financial men
most effective work by building v.p thi
inare
who
Vork,
New
Chicago
and
MRS. MARY GREGOVICH
In
blood and supplying the elements lackinj
making
this
terested in
system a fact, and it is proposed to tap Of Phllipsburg, Mont., Tells How She to make it strong and vigorous.
every railroad thai comes within their
Was Curod of Danarun.
" My wife used scv.
of Philips
Mrs. Mary Gregovlcn
radius and thus establish freight a
bottles of S. S. S.
va
well as passenger connection with
bure. Mont., under date of Novem eral
a blood purifier and
rious roads and make all a feeder to ber 20, 1899. writes: "I bad typhoid as
too fever this summer, consequently was to tone up a weak and
this city. Tbe scheme seems one oftrue,
losing my hair terribly and my head emaciated system, with
great magnitude, almost, to be
marked effect by L:v"s3'&
plan
so.
The
is
it
we
assured
places was perfectly bald. Newbro's very
are
in
but
way of improvement.
P'$4"s'
la in oDeration in many Mates of the Herpicide bad Jurt come into use in
"We reeard it a
east, and we believe will solve the Phllipsburg and tbe doctor- strongly great
er.d blood
JrfV
transportation for this territory, ana recommended it to me. After three purifiertonic J.F.Doff,
my
stopped
development.
applications
or
up
hair
open
four
and rush lis
Mo.
Princeton,
' tVjjff1
The first section of No. 33, a freight, falling out and is coming in again
had a little accident last nighi just af quite thick. I used to be troubled
is the greatest of all
ter leaving tbe Haton tunnel. There greatly with dandruff of which I am
tonics, unj you will
had been a new switch jutt put in and now quite cured." Kill tbe dandruff
find the appetite imevidently was not r.ght. As the engine germ with Herpicide.
proves at once, strength
came out. it suddenly stopped and
Murder at Puerto de Luna.
returns, and nervousness vanishes as new
started again, derailing itself, three
Particulars concerning the murder at rich pure blood once more circulate!
oil and two box cars. Tnc mix up was
not cleared up until about 9:30 this Puerto de Luna last week have reach through all parts of tbe system.
morning. No one was hurt.
el here. It seems that Francisco Tru
S. S. S. is tbe only purely vegetable
Simon Dacharach and Mr. White, the jillo, tae murdered man, and his wife
wool man. went up to Watrous today bad driven to Puerto de Luna and blood purifier known. It contains no minto see about a big purchase of the stopped at the home of bis wife s sis erals whatever. Send for our free book
ter. On returning to the house one on blood and skin diseases and write out
fleecy material.
H. A. Jones and wife, who have been night. Trujillo, it is said, found his
visiting O. L. Houghton and family wife behind the bouse talking to ber ai physicians for any information or advics
here, departed today for Houston, Tex- - leged paramour, who drew bis revolver wanted. No charge for medical advice.
as.
and shot tbe husband dead, ine mur
THI SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, GA.
Miss Maree Hablltzel and mother derer escaped on a horse from a near
4
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1
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tandem-compoun-

d

J.

When a phrase Is coined out of world
wide human experience it is apt to be
brief and expressive.
We are "rundown" we say in the endeavor to de-sctibe a relaxed
physical condition, and all tbe
of
terminology
medicine could

not more

AB3TRACT8 OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
IN8URE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATE8.
HOUSE8 RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXE8 .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND

"The reason I delayed writing; wai because I
wanted to wait one rear after I hid taken
tbe medicine before gtong my statement, and
now I can send a good, conscientious testimonial," write Mr. Chat. H. Serjeant, of Plain City
Madison Co., Ohio. "During the summer and
nerves wera
fall of 1896 I became all '
out of order and stomach out of order. I wrote
to Dr. Pierce for advice. He said I had generat
debility, and advised Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery, and, thanks to you for your
I used sis bottles; snd since I stopped taking it about one year ago, I have not taken any
medicine of any kind, and have been able to
My appetite is good, I can eat
work everyday.
three square meals a day, and I do not feel that
miserable burning in the stomach after eating.
My blood and nerves are in good shape, ana,
well in fact, I think I am In pretty good running order."

MANAGER OF

Albuquerque Abstract Company
Next Door to First National Bank.
':
New Tele phone 222.

ootoootcfe

Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets keep the
bowels active and healthy.

tandem-compoun-

cents.

--

MUSCATEL,

HOCK, JOHANNISBERGER,

2

PORT,

CATAWBA,

RIESLING,

RUDES-HEIME-

ZINFANDEL, SAUTERNE, GUTEDEL,
CABINET AND BURGUNDY.

BACHECHI
and

107

after a trial, that our work is superior
enough to make it worth your while to
"Ve
have us get your next favor.
launder in accordance with the most
approved
methods to per
fection. We're experts in laundering
dress shirts, collars and cuffs our
specialty. Goods called for, done up
in Al style, and delivered with neatness and dispatch. And our charges
are very moderate.

Imperial Laundry
Back of Postoffice.

The Union
Market
207

-

No

TOKAY, SHERRY, ANGELICA,

In quarts and pints and which we will offer for the present month at
close prices to make room for another car which will arrive next
month. Also above wine in barrel lots at prices which we are sure
will suit parties who wish first class goods.

.

$150,-00-

car of first class wines, the best and fin

est product of California, consisting of

YOU'LL BE CONVINCED

d

n

We have Just received a

MALAGA,

d

.

WINES! WINES!

Tne Prevailing. Fad.
For the occult, the mythical and the
astrological, has inspired a clever designer to utilize the idea by producing
a series of twelve unique and beautiful
designs for birthday pillows. Zodiacal
sign, the ruling planet, the gem to be
worn, the appropriate flower, the astral
colors and a jingling rhyme referring
thereto, all well arranged and tinted in
colors, ready to embroider. Price for
top and back, 65 cents, at the Economist.
25

188C.)

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

ex-

de
pressively
scribe tbe actual
condition
than
that every day
phrase, it suggests the clock,
perfect mechan I
9
.
ically, but failing
to record the
passage of time
because it is rundown.
People who
have that tired
out, run down
feeling will find
new life in the
use of Doctor
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. This
great medicine is far more than tonic.
It cures diseases of the organs of digestion and nutrition, and enables the perfect digestion and assimilation of food of
which alone all physical strength is made.

Stctehood cigars, two for

(ESTABLISHED

t

sub-le-

7-- 3

M. riOORE

Albuquerque,

New Mexico.

PRESCRIPTIONS

!

Mutual Telephone 143.
Albuquerque.

Railroad Avenue and Second Street.

Belen Roller Mills
AND ELEVATOR

j

'l?.':ii'?:''

External

First Street,

X0Q0C0KC30
B. RUPPE,

West Gold Avenue.

n

109 S.

GIOMI

&
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n

v
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Symptoms

inter-urba-

I

n

run-dow-

inter-urba-

IT'
v

a

CO, Proprietors.

WM. GOETTING

All kinds of Fresn Meats handled.

Mmt

-

WfoV

t

-

Sausage making a specialtv.

n

Xr!
yM

fji

Q
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g
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Telephone Service

c

8

YOU WANTT

i;

H

QUICK AND RELIABLEI

K

g THE COLORADO TELEPHONE

g

,ND TELEGRAPH

CO.

V

Mausard's Mills,
CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.

The Largest and Best
Mill in New Mexico
AND BhN IN CARLOAD
LOTS A SPECIALTY.
New Mexico
Albuquerque,
FLOUR

...

When you want to .buy Flour and Bran, or want to sell
Wheat, write to
BELEN, N. M.
JOHN BEOKER, Proprietor.

IT. T?.ATjM;EJEt..
J.
Hay, Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries.
Mailorders Receive Prompt Attention
Pure Llgbt Brahma Egg for Hatching
AlbuqueraueJ New Mexict.
501 North Flr.t Street
Flour, Feed, Provisions. Hay
and Qrain.
Imported French and Italian
Ooods.
Sole agent (or 5an Antonio Lime.

Toti & Gradi
DSALERS

GROCERIES
Telephone

AND

IN

LIQUORS.

Free delivery to al
147.

1

parts ot tbe city.

Sit . SIS, 217 North Third Street
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LETTER

R.ails?oad Topics

SUMMER EXCURSION RATES.

LIST.

"Let the

7
COLD DUST twins do

yosr work."

Railroad Time Tables

8peclal Rate to California Points.
Albuquerque to Los Angeles and

Following la the list cf letters remaining uncalled for In the postofflce
at Albuquerque, New Mexico, for the San Diego, $35.00; Coronado Beach,
$35.00.
week ending July 25, 1902::
Albuquerque to San Francisco and
Ladles' List.
return, $55.00.
J. B. Price, gasoline engine inspec- - the willingness of the railway company Arnol. Millie
Lusero, Maria
Tickets on sale every Tuesday.
tor for the Santa Fe road, with head - .to construct a new bridge over the Browne, Mamie
Lynch, Mrs Ann
Thursday
and Saturday, May to Sepquarters at Topeka, is in the city.
Apache creek whenever the cltliens of Carter, Mra Ada O'Donohue,
1902. Final return
Mrs
inclusive,
tember,
Charles Wincheck. division master Canonclto precinct designate the aite Dow, Clara
so, 1902.
B
John
November
limit
Eick, Mrs L
mechanic on the Mexican Central, who for tne r'ga- r
Robinson, Mrs
F. L. MYERS, Agent.
has been visiting with his famllv since
Lena H
Eick.Mrs
Repulsive
Features,
Bummer
Special
(In Effect June
Excursion.
the fore part of the week, left last
Griego, Isabel A
Taylor, Mandy
Blackheads, pimples, greasy faces Lopez,
Chicago and return.
Albuquerque
to
right for the City of Mexico.
Uene
so
and muddy complexions, which are
ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
George W. Noyes, lately In charge of common among women, especially
Men's List
Use
No. 1, California Express.... 7:15 pjn.
Albuquerque to Kansas City ad re- the Las Vegas tie preserving works girls at a certain age, destroying beau- Abbott, Z N ,
Hyman,
No. 7, Mex. 4b Cal. Express.. 10:05 p.sa.
tarn. $39.00.
for the Santa Fe Railroad company, ty, disfiguring and making repulsive,' Alvares, Ignacio Johnson, Abe
JJ
Albuquerque to St Louis and return.
No. 3, California Limited. . . .10:60 a.nu
Is now superintending the construc- features which would otGerwtse ap- - Apodaca.Gavino
C Jaramillo.Franclscr $46.60.
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
tion of similar works at Carbondate, pear attractive and refined. Indicate, de
Littlefield, Chas G
Tickets on sale June 6. 7. IS and 14.
Hi.
2,
No.
8:30 a.m.
Atlantic
that the liver is out of order. An oc-- j Anaya, Nicolas
Lucero, Reyes
and June 24 to September 12, inclusive. to soften hard water and do your No. 4, Chicago Express
11:55p.m.
Limited
Miss Gertrude Doran, who had been casional dose of Heroine will cleanse, Buchanan, W J
Lopes, Jacobo
1902.
October
return
limit
si,
Final
cleaning. No soap or ammonia is No. 8, Chicago Express. .... . 7:30 p.m.
stenographer in the trainmaster's of- the bowels, regulate the liver and so Backus, Geo W
Malone, Bert
F. L. MYERS, Agent
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
fice at Raton, N. M., for some months establish a clear, healthy complexion. Bell, Edward
needed. GOLD DUST is the best,
Molina, Procoplo
past, resigned her position and left for 60c at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy, B. BuBtos, Jacobo
Summer Tourists Rates to Colorado. quickest and most economical cleaner No. 22, Atlantic Express .... 7 : 10 a.m.
Miguel
Marrujo,
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
Denver. $25.15. round trip; Colorado
the home of her parents at Newton, Ruppe.
Martin, Pedro
Barmore, Eddie
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 pm.
o
$22.16,
trip;
Springs,
round
Pueblo,
and
Kansas.
your
do
work
will
known
that
Manuel
Wesley
Mestas,
An agreement has been reached at Bell.
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
trip.
$20.15.
on
round
Tickets
sale
Mrs. Birdie Triplett, whose husband Topeka between the grievance com- Beck. E R
Nuanes, Francisco
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m.
June 1 to October 15, Inclusive. Final save your hands.
Is signal service man for the Santa mittee of the Santa Fe Carmen's as- Brown, Joseph G Manes, Melquldea
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:46 p.m.
1902.
SI,
October
limit
return
Fe company at Florence, Kansas, Is sociation and George Henderson, su- CnavezJoseAntonic (3)
No. 8, Chicago Express
6:45 p.m.
in Las Vegas visiting friends and rela- perintendent of motive power, of the Carpenter, Jas T Pierce, John
LEAVE OOINO WEST.
CLOUDCROFT
COMPANY
FA1RBANK
N.
K.
THE
tives. She Is accompanied by her road. Henderson admitted that the Clark, E
Presley, A C
No. 1, California Express.... : 15 p.m.
Chicago, Hew York, Bottoa, St. Umt.
Prendergast.Joseph
three children.
company was not paying as large Cook, Edward
No. 8, California Limited. . . .11:00 a.m.
The Roof Garden of the Southwest.
Makers of FAIKY SOAP.
T
No. 7, Mex. ft Cal. Express. .10:45 p.m.
Boilermaker Shirley lias returned to wages on some lines of the system as Cordova, Marino
The season at Cloudcroft will open
No. 7 will carry mall from the east
Las Vegas from his trip to Kansas. on others, and the result of the con- Delrcks, Henry W Robinson, F E
on June 1, the lodge, dining hall and
Renteria, Juanlto
where be went to attend the bedside ference was to equalise matters on Dignev, Ben
lunch counter having been placed un- CONDENSED TIME CARD OF THE and No. 2 from the west
Robertson.G M (2) der the able management of the popu
No. 3 arrives Thursday and Mon
of the mother of his wife. Mrs. Shirley the several lines. The agreement Garrett. Thos H
El Paso-Roc- k
Island Route days.
No. 4 arrives Tuesday and Friwill remain until the end, as the moth- must be approved by Third Vice Presi Gonzales, Cleodo Rhodes, A J
lar hotel proprietor and manager, Geo.
days.
Sanchez, P B
EFFECTIVE JUNE 6. 1902.
dent Kendricks, at Chicago, before it Garsla, Daniel
er's death is soon expected.
Waterman.
Garsia, Bernardino Savage, Ed
Local freight No. 99, going south.
A lodge of the United Brotherhood goes into effect.
West carries passengers.
Glron, Miterlo
Saueway, Frank
ler summer resort of the southwest M"
of Railway Employes has been organpositively
cures
Acker's Blood Ehxer
F. L. MYERS, Agent
oamora, Juan
Grotte, R H
has been heralded far and wide, andM:00 pm,Lv...El Paso...Ar 730am
ised at Tucson with a strong member- chronic blood poisoning
and all scrofu Green, Geo E
Schollenherger, J D patrons may rest assured its repnta 8:15 pm ...Ft. Bliss... Lv 7:15am
ship. The object of the order is to lous affections. At all times
a match Hill, Mr & Mrs WhitTrujillo, Bartolo
tlon will not be allowed to suffer this 8:41 pm . .. Hereford ... " 6:49 am
bring all classes of railroad men in less system tonic purifier. Money
re
ney J
year. Extensive Improvements have 9:30 pm ..Jarllla June. " 6:00 am
closer contact with each other for their funded if you are not satisfied. 50c
.Alamogordo. " 4:55 am
Persons calling tor the above named been made In the way of accommoda- 10:55 pm
mutual benefit, socially, Intellectually and ?1. J. H. O'Reilly & Co. and B. H.
say "Advertised," tions and out door as well as Indoor 11:21 pm ... Tularosa ... " 4:16 am
please
letters
will
and financially.
Brlggs & Co.
amusements and entertainment.
12:23 am . . . Oscura ..." 8:22 am
and give tr date or publication.
o
PROTECTIVE
The strike of the Southern Pacific
regarding
. . Carrizozo . .
Cloudcroft
2:53 am
a
1:10 am
booklet
R.
W.
For
Postmaster.
HOPKINS.
says:
Optic
Newlee,
B.
H.
The
the
11 V7i V
machinists at San Antonio, Tex., has
J
" 2:06 am
regarding
am
....
....
this
2:06
or
Ancho
Information
further
POWDER.
was
'accomengineer,
Fe
civil
been settled and the men have re- Santa
"My mother suffered a long time summer resort, call on nearest coupon 2:29 am
... Tecolote ... " 1:48 am
turned to work.
The terms of the panied down to Albuquerque by ljanlel from distressing pains and general II' ticket agent, or address,
ia SAFE
1:05 am
3:13 am . . . Corona
settlement are an 8 per cent increase Helvern and H. C. Hays. Tney go to do health due primarily to Indigestion,
"
.
N.
am
.
BROWN,
.
.
am
12:43
A.
8:29
Torrance
A3URC
in wages for all workmen getting 30 some rod work in the railroad yards in says L. W. Spalding, Verona, Mo. "Two
I. Route,
O. P. A., E. P.-3:57 am . . . Marino ..." 12:10 am
cents an hour or less. The wages of the Duke City.
years ago I got her to try Kodol. She
GERMICIDE
. . . Pastura ..." 10 : 26 pm
El Paso, Texas.
5:15 am
grew better at once and now, at the
those getting over 30 cents remain un11
o
6:05 am Ar. .Santa Rosa.. " 9:30 pm
Need More Help.
DEODERANT
changed.
age of 76, eats anything she wants, reHumping.
7:30 am " . .Santa Rosa..Ar 10:15 pm
organs
diges
of
Often
the
DISINFECTANT
We bare aaoea a plumbing depart 9:27 am " .. Tucumcarl ..Lv 8:07 pm
The grading camp of the Santa Fe tion cry out for help by dyspepsia's marking that she fears no bad effects
AND'TONICU
Central railway is now at Vega Blanca Ains, nausea, dizziness, headaches, as she has her bottle of Kodol handy ment and tin shop to our business. 4:65 am " . . . Topeka ..." 12:60 am
YOU
and work has been commenced grad- jver complaints, bowel disorders. SQch Don t waste time doctoring symptoms. When you have anything In this line 6:65 am Ar.. Kansas City.. " 10:45 pm
FOR
ing the road between Vega Blanca and troubles call for prompt use of Dr. Go after the cause. If your stomach is to be done see us about it before plac- 10:10 pm
Chicago ...
8:15 am
POWDER 13
Donaclano on the Arroyo Hondo. About King's New Life Pills. They are gen sound your health will be good. Kodol ing your order. Albuquerque Hard
CAPITAN BRANCH,
APPLICATOR
nine and a half miles of road are grad- tle, thorough and guaranteed to cure rests the stomach and strengthens the ware company.
mm,
1 x
body by digesting your food. It Is nated thus far. The telegraph line is fin- 25 cents at drug stores.
7:00amjLv Carrizozo . .Ar 7T00 pm
o
ftiiliTiAEo.'WI
ure's own tonic. J. H. O'Rlelly & Co.;
write roa- pm
5:25
CapltanLv
am
Ar
ished between Clark and Santa Fe. The
8:45
North
bags,
Trunks, valises, hand
suit 9:05 am
CIRCULAGL 6 PARTICULAR
pm
...
6:00
Capltan
line from Torrance to Clark will be finMrs. Nellie Parish, whose husband, B. H. Brlggs & Co.o
cases, telescopes, largest variety in
.
ished in about two weeks.
a fireman, was killed on the Santa Fe
v
city to select from. Golden Rule Dry
ALAMOGORDO BRANCH.
Campaign in Maine.
guest
ago,
WESTtON AOTM-years
some
will
of
be
the
company
Valley
The Pecos
Railroad
Company.
Goods
Augusta,
July
coming
Me.,
25.
The
8:00am!Lv. Alamogordo. Ar "8:00 pm
has put in a spur and last week set out Mrs. T. F. Clay, of Las Vegas, for a
o
William J. Bryan, who addressed a
Demlng
been Incorporated. 10:50 am Ar. Cloudcroft .Lv 5:30 pm
has
Just
the first carload of lumber for the first few days. She now resides in San of
For Paie by
large democratic meeting here this
11:10am " ..Cox Canon.." 6:00 pm
building in the new town to be called Marcial, N. M.
Albuquerque
Y. Walton
going
W.
Bangor
previous
to
to
afternoon
Demlng
Agricultural
un
are
In
lands
Dexter, sixteen miles southeast o
These trains make direct connec C. H. Brlggs
Albuquerque
has surpassed for fertility, production of
A wheelman's tool bag Isn't complete where he speaks this evening,
The people of that community
principal
points
at
all
tions
Junction
Las Vegas
Mann Drug Store
added Interest to the state campaign, fruits and vegetables of all kinds.
Lave petitioned for a postofflce to be without a bottle of Dr. Thomas'
diverging
lines.
with
all
E. G. Murphy
East Las Vegas
Heals cuts, bruises, stings, which already gives promise of being
called Dexter, and the request will no sprains.Oil.Monarch
O.
BROWN,
A.,
P.
N.
A.
Statehood clgtrs, two for 25 cents.
Springer
Kremls Brothers
over pain.
the liveliest the Pine Tree state has
doubt be granted. M. H. Elford & Co.,
El Paso, Texas.
o
A. J. Fisher & Co
Santa Fe
seen In many years. This Interest will
of Hagerman, will put In the first store
window
door
and
We make the best
George S. Good, who built a part of be further increased by the visit next
San Marcial
J. W. McCoach
Jemes Hot Springs.
and it was their car of lumber that the El
Island railroad, and month of President Roosevelt who has screens. They are far superior to any
Drug company. .Silver City
Porterfield
price.
was unloaded last week.
public
is invited to visit the Keller ft Pollard
The
who is now building a part of the accepted an Invitation to speak at the made in the east at the same
El Paso, Tex.
Dawson branch of the same road, is In Eastern Maine State fair at Bangor. Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A. famous health giving springs. First
KILLED BY LIVE WIRE.
MONUMENTS.
class accommodations can be found at
El Paso. Mr. Good has just returned The republicans are conducting their T. Telephone No. 463.
o
the Stone hoteL Bathing, good trout
from a visit of six weeks to his old campaign with a view to holding their
All kinds of stone and sable work.
Johnston's Stage Line.
Ashing and beautiful scenery are only Prices moderate. Shop and yard corAn El Paso Merchant Electrocuted at home in Pennsylvania.
majority up to the usual figures, while
Will leave every Tuesday morning a few of the attractions 01 this dengnt ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
His Place of Business.
working.
are
strenuous
tne
democrats
for the Jemes Hot 8prlngs and return
Summer complaint is unusually pre ly
resort
H. Q. MAORINO.
with the hope of cutting the repub- on Thursdays. One regular trip a ful
S. S. Shiftier, proprietor of a small valent among children this season.
MRS. OLIVE CORCORAN,
o
enough
majority
down
to
have week and extra trips when ordered.
fruit stand and confectionery on the well developed case In the writer's lican
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Stone HoteL
south side of San Antonio street, just family was cured last week by the some effect on the elections In other Leave orders at Sturges European hoThe Maine election takes tel.
east of Stanton, was killed by a live timely use of Chamberlain's Colic, Cho- states.
JAa. T. JOHNSTON.
wire at 9 o'clock last night, says the lera and Diarrhoea Remedy one of place In September, two months be
We sell more shoes than all other
El Paso Herald.
the best patent medicines manufactur fore the balloting In other states.
stores combined. You know the reaDeath must have been instantaneous ed and which Is always kept on hand
Poisoned the System.
son. Leon B. Stern.
Shiffler was found a few minutes after at the home of ye scribe. This Is not
0
It is through the bowels that the
the accident by a negro who entered intended as a free puff for the compa.
Statehood clgs-- s. two for 25 cents,
the store to buy a cigar. He was then ny, who do not advertise with us, but body is cleansed of Impurities. Consti
For Insuring In
o
lying upon the floor near the door to benefit little sufferers who may not pation keeps these poisons in the ays
In Demlng good sate loans can w
tem,
causing
headache,
dullness
and
stone dead. The negro hurried to the be within easy access of a physician.
had at better rates than In the old es
police station and reported his discov No family should be without a bottle melancholia at first, then unsightly tabllshed towns.
un
finally
eruptions
and
serious illness
ery. Captain Davis went across the of this remedy in the house, especially
o
Tin, galvanized iron and coppei
block to investigate and In tampering In summer time. Lansing, Iowa, Jour-nal- less a remedy is applied. DeWitt's
prevent
Little Early Risers
this trouble work. Albuquerque Hardware compa
For sale by all druggists.
with the wire which had killed Shiffler
ty stimulating the liver and promote ny.
o
was himself violently shocked. The
easy, healthy action of the bowels.
The Kissing Story Denied.
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
current also struck William Rosing,
The passenger department of the These little pills do not act violently
proprietor of the dry goods store which
Demlng
school
magnificent
a
baa
ena- system.
is next door to Shiffler's establish- Pennsylvania railroad has issued an of but by strengthening the bowels
to perform their own work.
ment. Rosing was standing beside ficial denial of the story that It had for ble them
It realizes the highest interest rate; has the lowest death rate;
bidden kissing at its Jersey City sta Never gripe or distress. J. H. O Rielly
Davis.
makes only tho safest Investments; gives the best results.
It is presumed that Shiffler was pre tion. Officials of the road, so the story & Co.; B. H. Brlggs & Co.
It. Policy Contracts Combine INVESTMENT, INSURANCE, ENparing to close up his store when he ran, had instructed the guards at tho
"Hello Men" Meet.
ANNUAL INCOME.
DOWMENT,
encountered the live wire. Death came depot to prevent arriving and depart
Rochester, N. Y., July 25. Represwiftly and without warning. The cov ing passengers from saluting friends sentatives of the independent tele
UNION CENTRAL for several years haa paid from its InterThe
ering of the insulated incandescent and relatives with kisses, on the phone companies of the state of New
est Receipt, all of its Death Claims, Matured Endowment, and Taxes.
light wires near the entrance had Mn ground that the giving of the mark of York, who are holding a meeting here
No other Company has accomplished such results.
NY NON-TILOCATABLE ON
burned off and it was this exposed affection served to delay passengers today, deny the report that a comoine
wire which killed Shiffler.
lie took and caused blockades. Passenger offl is on tho tapis, ihe purpose of the BERED, SURVEYED PUBLIC LAND
Guaranty Life Policy
The Twenty-Payme- nt
hold of the lamp with his right hand dais of the road investigated the story conference, it is officially declared, is IN 8OUTHERN CALIFORNIA, ARIwas
IN
fabrlca
ANY
MEXICO,
the
NEW
ZONA
declared
OR
that it
for the purpose of turning it off and re and
concern
of
matters
mutual
discuss
1 RACTS FROM 40 ACRES UP
of a reporter for a New York pa to
THE BEST PROTECTIVE INSURANCE
ceived the full force of the current tlon
chiefly in regards to the standardizing SIZED
IMFOR
WARDS.
READY
PAPERS
through his right arm. His fingers per.
Inexpensive.
It gives perfect protection. It leaves no chance
It is
and uniformity of equipment, the ad MEDIATE LOCATION, SENT TO
ways of settlement
were badly burned.
gives
It
several
loss.
of
justment of differences regarding ter ANY
Days.
Vacation
BANK C. O. D. PRICE RE
No one was present when the accl
nere and the chil ritorial rights, and to settle upon plans DUCED.
Vacation
time
is
EVERYTHING IN THE POLICY GUARANTEED
F. A. HYDE, 415 MONTdent occurred, but the testimony of dren are fairly living out of doors, for the speedy connection of all ex GOMERY STREET,
SAN
FRANCIS
eye witnesses was not necessary to de There could be no healthier place for changes In the state with toll lines
Guaranty Life Policy Is a definite contract to
The
do a specific thing, and tho exact cost of carrying the Insurance can be
termine the cause of Shiffler's death them. You need only to guard against There are more than 250 Independent CO, CAL.
known in advance
Justice Spencer held the inquest and the accidents incidental to most open companies in the state and a large pro
rendered his verdict in accordance air sports. No remedy equals DeWltt's portion of them are represented at the W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
with the foregoing facts.
Witch Hazel Salve for quickly stop conference.
UNION CENTRAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.,
Second street, between Railroad and
Shiffler had been here about two ping pain or removing danger of seit
The Same Old Story.
vears and had resided in Joplin, Mo., oua consequences. For cuts, scalds and
Copper avenue
OF CINCINNATI, OHIO
J. A. Kelly relates an experience
"I used DeWitt's Witch
and on the gulf coast of Texas. His wounds.
NEAL,
happened
in
General Agents, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
sons;
which
to
two
has
CARTER
similar
ft
only known relatives are
that
Hazel Salve for sores, cuts and
Horses and Mules bought and exchangone of whom lives in California and bruises," says L. B. Johnson, of Swift, almost every neighborhood in the Unit
ed. Livery, Sale, Feed and
Texas. "It is the best remedy on the ed States and has been told and retold
the other at Colorado Springs.
He says:
Transfer Stables
market. Sure cure for piles and skin by thousands of others.
Was at Santa Fe.
diseases. Beware of counterfeits. J. "Last summer I had an attack of dys BEST TURNOUT8 IN THE CITY
entery and purchased a bottle of Cham
Division Superintendent F. C. Fox, II. ORlelly & Co.; B. tt. brisgs & Co.
berlalns Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Address W. L. TRIMBLE ft CO,
of the Santa Fe. arrived in Santa Fe
New
Job.
Morton's
Paul
Remedy, which I used according to ii
the other morning In his special
Albuquerque.' N. M.
Morcity
Word reaches the
that Paul
rections and with entire satisfactory
with him Mr. Auer. of Maiy
ton,
president
THE PLACE TO SrEND YOUR VACATION
Santa
of
vice
the
third
was
controlled
trouble
results.
The
showing
was
he
whom
tie Fe, has accepted a position as presiville. Ohio,
quicker
attacks
much
former
than
of
L.
ancient
beauties and attractions
of the Kansas City Southern. when I used other remedies.'
Mr,
Situated in the heart of tht-- Jtrrez mountains. Finest
Santa Fe. There were also with Mr, dent
205 West Gold avenue.
with
connection
Morton's
President
of
Kelly
well
Hen
known
a
Is
citizen
D.
Marshall,
Fox his stenographer, F.
Next to First National Bank.
of Scenery and climate. Eaths unsurpassed in the
Kansas City Southern comes derson, N. C. For Bale by all drug
and his private secretary. J. H. Jones the
He
through
interests.
Harriman
the
gists.
United States for nearly all diseases. Good
Mr. Fox has been looking after the
New & Second Hand Furnitur
his connection with
o
matter of the railroad bridge near Can- will still continue
hotel acccmmcdatlons. Stage leaves
Stoves and Household Goods.
connecCarpenters' and machinists' tools of
onclto, over a public wagon road, the Santa Fe. Mr. Morton's
with the Kansas City South n all kinds. Albuquerque Harware comRe airing a Specialty.
Albuquerque three times a week.
which had been lowered last year in tion give
the Santa Fe a strong ally In pany,
constructing the new grade over Glor-iet- will
REASONABLE
In
southern
competing
the
Geo. W. BIXLER, Mgr.
for
TERMS
business
Furniture stored and packed for
hill and over Apache creek. The
Gulf of Mexico. Port
Demlng, the seat of the n.w county shipment
paid for
prices
Highest
bridge will not permit the passing of states and to the deep
water harbor on of Luna.
the best
second-hanhousehold goods.
wagon3 under it. Mr. Fox has declared Arthur,
the gulf, is Its termination.
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For the Sulphur Hot Spring

H. SHOEMAKER
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nackettstown. N. J.. April

"FORCE "FOOD

Ch

eMJt

like cc

20, 1901

CO.,

iluffalo, N. Y.
Gentlemen, 1 took home a package cf
"FORCE" yesterday and the children wero
anxious to try it for supper. We found It
suited our palutes, aud our litth;
girl cried for the second dibh. The first
thing1 this morning, on reaching tlie breakfast table, flic, in her baby Ktiirltti. made
us understand that she wanted "FUlSCK"
for her breakfast We are all in love with
it, but I am fearful you have got me into a
"peck of trouble." as the children want
" FOItCE " for dinner aud supper a well
at break fast.
Yours very truly,
Kame furniihed on application.
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LOCAL PARAGRAPHS,
J. A. Harlan returned to San Marrlal
last night.
Hon. A. M. Blarkwelt. president of
Co..
the firm of Iilackwell, Wielandy
bt. Louis, came In from the north Inst
night, and today Is around among Ms
many friends.
It must not 1e forsotten that M. E.
Hickey Is now a practicing attorney of
the city. He has established an office
in Ihe office of Mctcalf & Strauss, upstairs. in the Cromwell building.
wj B. Chlioers. the United States attorney for New Mexico, returned to the
city last night from the tipper Rio
Peccs. He will return to the Pecos,
where his wife and children are in

Fashionable Ties

camp, In a few days.
The M. E. Hickey residence on North
Walter street is lapidly nearin,? completion and will goon be ready for occupation. The carpentering work is
being done by A. W. Hayden, while A.
Staehlln Is doing the plumbing.
The First Regiment band will give
a concert in the plaza park, old town.
at V:30 o clock Sunday evening. Jifry
27. The band will play several new
pieces of music; and those who attend
will enjoy a rare musical treat.
Right Rev. N. C. Matz, bishop of Denver, wlil visit this ity next Saturday
and will preach next Sunday at the 10
o'clock mass at the Church of the Immaculate Conception.
The church

Genuine spring Iamb, tender young
veal, dressed turkeys, dressed springs,

Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

dressed hens, fresh salmon and sea
trout, fresh shrimps, prime No. 1
roasts and steaks, pickled tongues,
fresh berries, Iced watermelons.
12
Fresh tomatoes, pound
Fresh pineapples, each
25
20
Fresh eggs, dozen
Sedgwick creamery butter, lo ...30
Large cooking apples, pound
04
05
Siberian crab apples, pound
Try our Seguln watermelons, sweet
as sugar. If a whole one Is too large
we will eell you half one.
SAN JOSE MARKET.
SATURDAY'S

o o o o a a o n o a es 6 a e a o a o a o

att sz ZZZZZZZ

BIG BARGAINS IN

WASH

SPECIAL 8ALE.

.

25c
cans salmon
11c
Strained honey in Jelly glass
11c
Jelly In opal glass dish
Baking powder In colored glass
11c
stein
55c
6 cans good sweet corn
2 lucent packages Celluloid starch. 15c
25c
Newton, creamery butter
35c
2 dozen Kansas eggs
We are naming very reasonable
prices on high grade children's shoes.
THE MAZc,,
WM. KIEKE, Proprietor.
Everything In fresh meats, and each
the best of its kind at the San Jose
..$1.50 to $1.75
DONGOLA, McKAY SEWED
Market tomorrow.
$2.25 to $3.00
BLACK VICI KID, HAND TURN
12.25 to $3.00
BLACK VICI KID, HAND WELT
American Beauty corsets at Mrs.
senior choir are making preparations Wilson's, 218 South Second street.
$3.50
BLACK PATENT KID, HAND WELT
for an elaborate musical program.
,
$3.50
BLACK PATENT CALF, HAND WELT
San Jose Marketing Is satisfactory
Duncan Macgllivray, interested In
the sheep raising business In the Chl- - marketing. Try it.
lili neighborhood, will leave tonight
D.t,, rn .
filmmftnl
th. .Iff
for Inverness. Scotland, his old home,
PICNIC GOODS.
where he will visit relatives and Cafe. Accurate ring side description
The time of the year has arrived friends for several months. John Mac- from a direct wire.
gllivray and Percy McRae, from
when picnics and excursions are in Chilill, are also in the city, and will
Cruces cantaloupes. 5 to 10 cents
order. And we're prepared to supply see Duncan safely on the train tonight. each. San Jose Market.
o
all wants for a dainty cold luncheon.
Word reached this city that there is
Wehave Just the things you need for a copper strike excitement at La BADARACCO'S SUMMER GARDEN
such occasions.
Our stock includes Bajada, seven miles from Thornton
Just North of the City Limits.
that quite a list of prospectors are
choice brands of canned meats, chick- and
Onen
dav and night. Bar supplied
now on the ground locating claims.
en, 'lobster, etc., jellies, jams, delica Ross Griffiths nnd two native miners with best of liquors and cigars and ice
bottled beer. Ball and concert
cies, condiments fancy crackers, fruits, of Cerrlllos made the first strike, and cold
Saturday evening, and concert
etc. Finest goods.
Lowest prices. have received high assays from some every
Bowling alley
every Sunday
Special inducements to partiesL
samples of ere taken from their free to visitors.afternoon.
Lunches served. Oar- claims.
den has swings and nice shade trees.
Yesterday afternoon, through Mey Everybody Invited and good order pre
John Jones, of Wll- - served.
CO. lims, Ariz.,company,
purchased "The Horse Shoe
Noa. 118 and 10 South Second St
Club" resort from Branaugh & Keller- man, and Mr. Jones will take posses.
sion about August 1. Mr. Branaugh
and family will return to Trinidad,
Colo., their former home, while Mr.
Kellermnn will remain here until after
the territorial fair.
OF
SEVEN SELLERS
LUCKY SEVEN,
W. McPeake, chief
to F. L.
Florshelm Oxford Tie, $3.50 to $4.00, Myers, local agent for clerk
Santa Fe,
Florsheim Southern Tie, $3.00 to has resigned and will bethe
succeeded by
$3.50.
H. M. Rochester, of Kansas City. Mr.
Southern Tic, solid comfort, $2.25 to Rochester
has been with the Santa Fe
$2.50.
years ana occupied sev- ACADEMIC, COLLEGIATE, NORMAL
about
twelve
Tie,
toe,
plain
$2.50 to
Southern
eral positions of trust, the last being AND COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENTS
$3.00.
clerk in the company's
Prince Alberts, plain toe, $2.50 to transportation
School of Music offers full courses
offices at Kansas City. The new chief The
$2..- -.
in Vocal and Instrumental Music.
night
clerk
will
arrived
last
and
take
Dongola Oxfords, $1.75 to $2.00.
the duties of his new office in a few
Board and rooms at the University
Canvas Oxfords, best quality, $1.50. up
days. Mrs. Rochester, who la now in Dormitory, at reasonable rates.
Kansas City, will come to Albuquerque
Fall term opens Thursday, Sept. 18,
aitont the first ot October.
There is a gentleman at El Paso 1902. at 10:30 a. m.
named James W. Magoffin. The peo
For further information, address,
feet, caused by hard floors, sidewalks ple of that eity call him Jim.. He is a
MONEY TO LOAN.
W. G. TIGHT, President,
On diamonds, watcnes, etc., or any and pavements. We have a line of whole team in booming anything that
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
good security; also househoM goods shoes, Oxfords and Jullettes built on will help El Paso. He captured the
tored with me; atrlctly confidential. purpose to give immediate and perma Albuquerque base ball delegation by
New 'Phone
'Phone
Highest cash price paid for household nent relief to this complaint. Call and many courtesies. If he will move up Old 69.
152
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
examine them at C. May's popular pric- to Albuquerque this city will elect
T. A. WHITTEN. 114 Gold avenue. ed shoe store, 208 West Railroad ave him mayor on both the republican and
J. W. Edwards
nue.
democratic tickets, ouch men as Ma
If you are going east do not forget goffin are rarely fully appreciated. He Progressive Mortician and Em
to get some souvenirs at A. B. Wea is worth a railroad to any town. He
balmer.
ver's, 307 South First street.
will be given the freedom of this city
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
nip-ht-.
STOVE REPAIRS.
Calls are
Ooen
and
dav
during
fair.
territorial
the
Deming, the railroad center of New
Borradalle ft Co.,
to.
George
attended
Williams,
promptly
Dr.
came
who
H.
117 Gold Ave.
tfexlco.
to Albuquerque from Jefferson City,
Alamogordo
&
Mountain
Sacramento
w
Monuments
jar
Bell
Also
neck
In
I
ladles'
newest
the
See
Mo., about a year ago, and has since
Railway.
at The Economist
N. Second
been a practicing physician of the city, Office and parlor- passen
June
2nd
Effective
first
class
Deming. the gateway to the beat ger
8 with his wife, will leave tomorrow for
Alamogordo
will
leave
at
train
Vart of Old Mexico.
a. m., arriving at Cloudcroft at 10:50 Colorado Springs, Colo. After a short
Window shades in all colors and a. m. dally. Return train leaves Cloud- stay at Colorado Springs they will go
widths at Albert Faber's. 805 Railroad croft at 5:30 p. m., arriving at Alamo to their home at Jefferson City. Mr.
Williams says that he and his wife
gordo at 8 p. m.
Fresh Cut Flowers.
Dealers In
; :
Passengers for these trains can take have enjoyed their short stay in the
IVES, THE FLORIST.
will be glad to get back to Sheep, Wool, Hides,
Dem.ng! Don't overlook It if you breakfast at Alamogordo and 5 o'clock city, but
their many old friends in Missouri.
are looking for a sale and paying in- dinner at Cloudcroft. A. N. BROWN,
Mrs. Williams' health is much Improv
vestment
ed to what it was when she came to
G. P. A., E. P.-I. Route.
Goat
Mexican drawn work In endless
Albuquerque.
ct Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
FOR PRICES
Curtains! Curtains! I Curtains! II
WRITE
venue.
W. V. Wolvin. D. D. 8.. Dental Sur
We are mowing up to date lace curALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
In Demlns another good Lotel Is tains In Brussels net. Irish point. Ara geon Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, Grant
needed to accommodate the enormous bian nit, Nottingham, Bobblnet and I. lock. Bntr phones.
, lacrease of population.
muslia.
Albert Febar, 205 Railroad
"Gusto."
In afeilcan drawn work we are avuue.
Dealer in
Gusto bread, oh happy meeting.
o
showing a big assortment Albert
Notice.
The best bread I have ever eaten
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
The Rico Cafe serves the best meals
My stomach now Is free from care,
Deming, the comtnj city of New in the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short
I feel as hungry as a bear,
Mexico.
up.
6
orders,
cents
North First
I never now know any ills.
Ill
per
5
cents
we
FINE WATCH REPAIRING.
sell U
street
The Percales
It's way ahead of taking pills.
I).
very
Stern.
scarce. Leon
yard are
is nothing medicinal about Repairing dona promptly and by
There
Your parcels ana baggage delivered Gusto bread, but it will do all and more
In Deming you can buy lots for $100
skilled workmen.
Parcel Delivery to any part of
jrhlch will pay you 100 per cent It less by toe
medicine has done. It will tone
325 South Second Street.
the city. Office 2'J8 West Gold avenue, than
create
stomach,
and
food
desire
for
the
than twelve months.
Automatic phone No. 202.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Improve
geueral
otherwise
the
health.
Do your feet hurt? There are many
peo
as
testimonials from most reliable
people who are afflicted with tender
Subscribe :or The Daily Citizen.
ple will show. It only differs from or
dinary wheat bread by a heavy bake
and a use of a fruit which la popularly
imartly d rested turn wear
and familiarly known. Baked only in
"If you want to knowtowhat
the ovens of The Model Baking com
thit $ea$on, ak tee Stein Mock Clothet."

NOT NECESSARILY EXPENSIVE
TO BE TRIM AND COMFORTABLE IP YOU BUY THEM HERE.
MOST OF THEM ARE MADE OF
SOFT VICT KID, SOME OF
OF PATENT CALF.
TIES yFOR EVERY OCCASION.
FROM THE LIGHT AIRY STYES
FOR DRE3S TO THE STOUT OXFORDS FOR OUTDOOR

VX.

GOODS

BARGAIN NO. 1.

Our entire atock of Wash Goods worth from
your choice now....

3

a yard,
29c yard

50c

to

25c

to 60c a yard,

$1

BARGAIN NO. 2.

Our entire stock of Wash Goods worth from
your choice now

19c

yard

BARGAIN NO. 3.
200

different patterns of our famous Primrose Batiste Wash .
Goods, your choice now
11c yard
v

BARGAIN NO. 4.
A big

lot of Cotton Chailies,
your choice now.......

314c

BIG BARGAINS IN TABLE

yard

LINEN, TOWELS, SPREADS, SHEETS
CASES.

AND PILLOW

if

J. L BELL

&

E. J. POST & CO.
and WM. MclNTOSH, Proprietors.

C. F. MYERS

HARDWARE.
Buckeye

ers-Ab-

THE

Mowers

UNIVERSITY

MEN'S OXFORDS

Banner and Steel Hay Rakes
Eclipse Hay Presses

NEW MEXICO

MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.

--

T. MUENSTERMAN.

CITY NEWS.

COOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKXX

-

B

BIG SUCCESS!

A
X

OUR GREEN TAG SALE HAS PROVED

SUC- -

'.

y

CESS, AS, USUAL, EVEN IN A LARGER MEASURE THAN OUR

'".

!!

PREVIOUS ONES.

0

ANDISE WITH WHICH TO BACK UP OUR CLAIMS, AND IF

K

THING WE DO MORE

O

ME NTS.

3

BY

UNQUALIFIED

AN

.

in

Garcia & Co

E. G.

AND NO WONDER.

THIS WEEK WE OFFER

",

ANY- -

PROMISE IN OUR ANNOUNCE-

THAN-W-

EW AND STYLISH

WE HAVE THE MERCH- -

;!

-

l

A LOT OF FIFTY DOZEN NOB--

NEGLIGE SHIRTS AT

.

!;,

Pelts

S. MICHAEL

Fine Watches,
Fine Jewelry.

-

pany, 212

Summer
Clearance
Sale

Mid

Pairs Men's Tan Shoes
Pingree ft Smith's make, former
price fl.00 and $5.00
150

I
1

)

'

!
1

V

3

M

YOUR

CHOICE

NOW

ONLY

$2.50.

Shirt Waists,
formerly sold for $2.00, 2.25
and $2.50

Ail Men's

-

95 cents

skins

7a-rlot- y

ICED WATERMELONS.
MARKETS.

LAST ONLY $1.75.

SAN JOSE

PLUMS

THESE GOODS ARE MADE

5

BEST GRADE OF MADRAS CLOTH.

X

DATE AND THE COLORS ABSULUTELY

9

THEY ARE BEAUTIFULLY

R

FROM 14 TO

8

AT $1.25 TO $1.75.

Q

SAVE MONEY.

E. L. WASHBURN.

Wanted.

competent girl who understands
general housework, can secure a good
place by calling at once at No. 702

Gleckler's Farm

A

CALL BEFORE

Mrs. Moore and Miss
have just arrived from
estab- have opened up a dressmaki
Ushment in room 26 in the Golden Rule
rooming house.

iSaSMK

MONEYJO LOAN
p
O 9

VJ

Oi

THEY

ARE

ALL

SOLD AND

Large, live spring chickens, average ot every description.
two and a half pounds per chicken, 40
A. H.
cents. The Jaffa Grocery company.

R.

R.Ave. Clothier

Will get the returns by
right from the ringside. Graham Uros,
GENTLEMENI
caloon.
o
Our selection of over two thousand
Go to the Columbus hotel for your
sDrlna- samDles. comprising all the
Sunday dinner.
fashionable goods for gentlemen's
suitings, fancy vestings, overcoat!
s
fight returns by
and fulldresk suits, are ready for
private wire at Vendome hotel to
vour inspection. Our tailoring and
night.
styles are unexcelled and the prices
o
talk. Nettleton Tutoring Agency,
All kinds of fresh fruit.
The Jaffa
215 South Second street.
Grocery company.

Company

WE SOLICIT YOUR INQUIRIES AND ORDERS FOR THE ABOVE
BOTH IN SHELF AND HEAVY.

iNOW,

209 South Second street, few doors
corth of vestofflee.
special wire

I

Plows, Mowing Machines, Rakes, Hay Presses

-

PLUMBERS
7

I

NAILS, BALING AND BARB WIRES.
MINE AND MILL SUPPLIES.
BUILDERS' HARDWARE.
AND TINNERS.

South First BtreeL
'Phones: Aut. 248; Bell, 85.'

ooooooooooocooooc

;!

Ij!
".

X

WHOLESALE HARDWARE

On diamonds, watches or any good
security. Great bargains In watches

''.

HAVE ALL SIZES

THESE GOODS ARE RETAILED EVERYWHERE

Whitney

Phone 597.

West Copper avenue.

1

MADE AND WE

FAST.

qCXXJOOOOCOCOOO

ny.

Jeffries-Fitzsimmon-

o
o
o

GUARANTEED

Pounds for $1.00

i

Jeffries-Fitzsimmon-

OF THE

THE PATTERNS ARE UP TO

SIMON KJFRNjhe

FOR JELLY AND CANNING.

35
Just received a fresh assortment of
compa
GIVE ME YOUR ORDER AT ONCE.
crackers. The Jaffa Grocery

Fine

YOUR CHOICE WHILE THEY

west Gold avenue.

BY WILSON BROTHERS

A

18.

i

Albuquerque, N.

I

